The Woods Loke Curriculum in Early Years
The approach taken in Early Years supports the development of key areas alongside an enriched curriculum.
A lot of our work centres around planning in the moment, a child-led approach where learning is planned for and extended
through child-initiated play. Our curriculum celebrates every child, understanding that each child is unique, therefore their
learning journey should be too.
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We have an enabling, rich environment both inside and outside—with resources which are open ended, varied and high
quality—tailored to encouraging independence in our children. The role of our skilled early years practitioners is to
facilitate learning through observations and interactions which enhance and extend the learning at the appropriate level.
This approach, alongside our Hygge accreditation, forms the spine of our curriculum in EYFS.
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For more information about our EYFS curriculum, please see the environment progression and curriculum goal documents
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NURSERY
(MAPLE ROOM)
STIMULI
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A1- Cornwall Slate Line By Richard Long
A2- The Hay Wain By John Constable
S1- Maoi of Easter Island
By The Rapa Nui People
S2- Young Hare By Albrecht Durer
SU1- Wivenhoe, Past and Present
By James Dodds
SU2-Moon of the Pheasant Dance
By Joan Hill

ter
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A1- Rosie's Walk By Pat Hutchins
A2- The Giant Jumperee By Julia Donaldson
S1- Dear Zoo By Rod Campbell
S2- Hairy Maclary By Lynley Dodd
SU1- Each, Peach, Pear, Plum By J&A Ahlberg
SU2-So Much By Helen Oxenbury

M u sic
A1- Moonlight Sonata By Beethoven
A2- Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
S1-Under The Sea
(The Little Mermaid Soundtrack)
S2- What A Wonderful World
By Louis Armstrong
SU1- Wouldn't It Be Nice By The Beach Boys
SU2- Swan Lake By Tchaikovsky
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NURSERY
(WILLOW ROOM)
STIMULI

Sch

A1-Photos of Families
A2-Campbell's Soup Cans By Warhol
S1- Tahitian Landscape By Gaugin
S2- The Thinker By Rodin
SU1- The Boating Party By Cassatt
SU2- The Cowper Madonna By
Raphael

Li

ter
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A1- Owl Babies By
MArtin Waddell
A2- I Want My Hat Back By Jon Klassen
S1- We're Going on a Bear Hunt By Michael Rosen
S2- The Very Hungry Caterpillar By Eric Carle
SU1- Jasper's Beanstalk By Nick Butterworth
SU2- Handa's Surprise By Eileen Browne
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A1- Heads, Shoulders,
Knees & Toes
A2- Blackbird By The Beatles
S1- How Far I'll Go (Moana) By A. Cravalho
S2- Rites of Spring By Vicvaldi
SU1-African Playground By Putamayo
SU2- Flight of the Bumblebee By
Korsakov
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RECEPTION
STIMULI
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Art

A1-Senecio By Klee
A2-Rowan Leaves Laid Around a
Hole By Goldsworthy
S1- Starry Night By Van Gogh
S2- Field By Gormley
SU1-The Great Wave By Hokusai
SU2- The Snail By Matisse
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A1- I am too Absolutely
Small for School By Lauren Child
A2- The Gruffalo By Donaldson
S1- Whatever Next! By Murphy
S2- Jack and the Beanstalk By Ladybird
SU1- Norman the Slug By Hendra
SU2- Billy's Bucket By Gray
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A1- You've Got a Friend
in me By Newman/Lovett
A2- Upside Down By Johnson
S1- Fly me to the Moon By Sinatra
S2- Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf By Churchill
SU1-The Firebird Suite By Stravinsky
SU2-Yellow Submarine By The Beatles
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Woods Loke
Early Years
Development
Matters
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3 – 4 Years

Wo
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Listening, Attention and Understanding
∗ Enjoy listening to longer stories and can remember much of what happens.
∗ Can find it difficult to pay attention to more than one thing at a time.
∗ Understand a question or instruction that has two parts, such as “Get your coat and wait at the
door”.
∗ Understand ‘why’ questions, like: “Why do you think the caterpillar got so fat?”

ool

Speaking
∗ Use a wider range of vocabulary.
∗ Sing a large repertoire of songs.
∗ Know many rhymes, be able to talk about familiar books, and be able to tell a long story.
∗ Develop their communication, but may continue to have problems with irregular tenses and plurals, such as ‘runned’
for ‘ran’, ‘swimmed’ for ‘swam’.
∗ May have problems saying: some sounds: r, j, th, ch, and sh and multisyllabic words such as ‘pterodactyl’, ‘planetarium’
or ‘hippopotamus’.
∗ Use longer sentences of four to six words.
∗ Be able to express a point of view and to debate when they disagree with an adult or a friend, using words as well as
actions.
∗ Can start a conversation with an adult or a friend and continue it for many turns.
∗ Use talk to organise themselves and their play: “Let’s go on a bus... you sit there... I’ll be the driver.”

Sch

Speaking
∗ Gaze at faces, copying facial expressions and movements like sticking out their tongue. Make eye contact for longer
periods.
∗ Copy what adults do, taking ‘turns’ in conversations (through babbling) and activities. Try to copy adult speech and
lip movements.
∗ Enjoy singing, music and toys that make sounds.
∗ Make sounds to get attention in different ways (for example, crying when hungry or unhappy, making gurgling
sounds, laughing, cooing or babbling).
∗ Babble, using sounds like ‘ba- ba’, ‘mamama’.
∗ Use gestures like waving and pointing to communicate.
∗ Reach/ point to something they want while making sounds.
∗ Constantly babble and use single words during play.
∗ Use intonation, pitch and changing volume when ‘talking’.
∗ Start to say how they are feeling, using words as well as actions.
∗ Start to develop conversation, often jumping from topic to topic.
∗ Develop pretend play: ‘putting the baby to sleep’ or ‘driving the car to the shops’.
∗ Use the speech sounds p, b, m, w.
∗ Are usually still learning to pronounce l/r/w/y, f/th/s/sh/ch/z/j/ multi-syllabic words such as ‘banana’ and
‘computer’.
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Listening, Attention and Understanding
∗ Turn towards familiar sounds. They are also startled by loud noises and accurately locate the
source of a familiar person’s voice, such as their key person or a parent.
∗ Watch someone’s face as they talk.
∗ Recognise and are calmed by a familiar and friendly voice.
∗ Listen and respond to a simple instruction.
∗ Copy your gestures and words. Understand single words in context – ‘cup’, ‘milk’, ‘daddy’.
∗ Understand frequently used words such as ‘all gone’, ‘no’ and ‘bye bye’.
∗ Understand simple instructions like “give to mummy” or “stop”.
∗ Recognise and point to objects if asked.
∗ Generally focus on an activity of their own choice and find it difficult to be directed by an adult.
∗ Listen to other people’s talk with interest, but can easily be distracted by other things.
∗ Can become frustrated when they can’t make themselves understood.
∗ Listen to simple stories and understand what is happening, with the help of the pictures.
∗ Identify familiar objects and properties for practitioners when they are described. For example:
‘Katie’s coat’, ‘blue car’, ‘shiny apple’.
∗ Understand and act on longer sentences like ‘make teddy jump’ or ‘find your coat’.
∗ Understand simple questions about ‘who’, ‘what’ and ‘where’ (but generally not ‘why’).

Communication and Language

Birth – 3 Years

Communication and Language

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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Early
Learning
Goals
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Listening, Attention and Understanding
∗ Listen attentively and respond to what they hear with relevant questions, comments and actions
when being read to and during whole class discussions and small group interactions.
∗ Make comments about what they have heard and ask questions to clarify their understanding.
∗ Hold conversation when engaged in back-and-forth exchanges with their teacher and peers.

ool

Speaking
∗ Participate in small group, class and one-to-one discussions, offering their own ideas, using recently introduced
vocabulary.
∗ Offer explanations for why things might happen, making use of recently introduced vocabulary from stories, nonfiction, rhymes and poems when appropriate.
∗ Express their ideas and feelings about their experiences using full sentences, including use of past, present and future
tenses and making use of conjunctions, with modelling and support from their teacher.

Sch

Speaking
∗ Learn new vocabulary.
∗ Use new vocabulary through the day.
∗ Ask questions to find out more and to check they understand what has been said to them.
∗ Articulate their ideas and thoughts in well-formed sentences.
∗ Connect one idea or action to another using a range of connectives.
∗ Describe events in some detail
∗ Use talk to help work out problems and organise thinking and activities, explain how things work and why they might
happen.
∗ Develop social phrases.

rim
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Listening, Attention and Understanding
∗ Understand how to listen carefully and why listening is important.
∗ Engage in story times.
∗ Listen to and talk about stories to build familiarity and understanding.
∗ Retell the story, once they have developed a deep familiarity with the text; some as exact
repetition and some in their own words.
∗ Use new vocabulary in different contexts.
∗ Listen carefully to rhymes and songs, paying attention to how they sound.
∗ Learn rhymes, poems and songs.
∗ Engage in non-fiction books.
∗ Listen to and talk about selected non-fiction to develop a deep familiarity with new knowledge
and vocabulary.

Communication and Language

Reception
4-5 Years

Communication and Language

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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3-4 Years

Literacy

Birth-3 Years

Literacy

∗ Engage in extended conversations about stories,
learning new vocabulary.
∗ Develop their phonological awareness, so that they can
spot and suggest rhymes.

Comprehension

Comprehension
∗ Enjoy songs and rhymes, tuning in and paying attention.
∗ Join in with songs and rhymes, copying sounds, rhythms,
tunes and tempo.
∗ Say some of the words in songs and rhymes.
∗ Copy finger movements and other gestures.
∗ Sing songs and say rhymes independently, for example,
singing whilst playing.
∗ Ask questions about the book. Makes comments and shares
their own ideas.
∗ Develop play around favourite stories using props.

Wo
ods

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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∗ Use some of their print and letter knowledge in their early writing.
For example: writing a pretend shopping list that starts at the top of
the page; write ‘m’ for mummy.
∗ Write some or all of their name.
∗ Write some letters accurately.

Writing

Writing
∗ Notice some print, such as the first letter of their name, a bus or door
number, or a familiar logo.
∗ Enjoy drawing freely.
∗ Add some marks to their drawings, which they give meaning to. For
example: “That says mummy.”
∗ Make marks on their picture to stand for their name.

Sch

Word Reading
∗ Count or clap syllables in a word.
∗ Recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and
mother.
∗ Understand the five key concepts about print:
1. Print has meaning.
2. Print can have different purposes.
3. We read English text from left to right and from top to bottom.
4. The names of the different parts of a book
5. Page sequencing.
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Word Reading
∗ Enjoy sharing books with an adult.
∗ Pay attention and responds to the pictures or the words.
∗ Have favourite books and seeks them out, to share with an adult, with
another child, or to look at alone.
∗ Repeat words and phrases from familiar stories.
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Early Learning
Goals

Literacy

Reception
4-5 Years

Literacy
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Writing
∗ Write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed.
∗ Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds
with a letter/s.
∗ Write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by others.

Writing
∗ Form lower-case and capital letters correctly.
∗ Spell words by identifying the sounds and then writing the sound with
letter/s.
∗ Write short sentences with words with known letter-sound
correspondences using a capital letter and full stop.
∗ Re-read what they have written to check that it makes sense.

Sch

Word Reading
∗ Read individual letters by saying the sounds for them.
∗ Blend sounds into words, so that they can read short words made up of
known letter-sound correspondences.
∗ Read some letter groups that each represent one sound and say sounds
for them.
∗ Read a few common exception words matched to the school’s phonic
programme.
∗ Read simple phrases and sentences made up of words with known letter–
sound correspondences and, where necessary, a few exception words.
∗ Re-read these books to build up their confidence in word reading and
their fluency.

Comprehension
Word Reading
∗ ∙Demonstrate understanding of what has been read to
∗ Say a sound for each letter in the alphabet and at least 10 digraphs.
them by retelling stories and narratives using their own ∗ Read words consistent with their phonic knowledge by sound blending.
words and recently introduced vocabulary.
∗ Read aloud simple sentences and books that are consistent with their
∗ Anticipate (where appropriate) key events in stories.
phonic knowledge, including some common exception words.
∗ Use and understand recently introduced vocabulary
during discussions about stories, non-fiction, rhymes and
poems and during role play.

Comprehension
∗ Re-read these books to build up their confidence,
understanding and enjoyment.

Wo
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Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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3-4 Years
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Being Imaginative
∗ Listen with increased attention to sounds.
∗ Respond to what they have heard, expressing their thoughts and feelings.
∗ Remember and sing entire songs.
∗ Sing the pitch of a tone sung by another person (‘pitch match’).
∗ Sing the melodic shape (moving melody, such as up and down, down and up) of familiar songs.
∗ Create their own songs, or improvise a song around one they know.
∗ Play instruments with increasing control to express their feelings and ideas.
∗ Take part in simple pretend play, using an object to represent something else even though they are not similar.
∗ Begin to develop complex stories using small world equipment like animal sets, dolls and dolls houses etc.
∗ Make imaginative and complex ‘small worlds’ with blocks and construction kits, such as a city with different buildings
and a park.
∗ Are increasingly able to use and remember sequences and patterns of movements which are related to music and
rhythm.

Being Imaginative
∗ Express ideas and feelings through making marks, and sometimes give a meaning to the marks they make.
∗ Start to develop pretend play, pretending that one object represents another. For example, a child holds a wooden
block to her ear and pretends it’s a phone.
∗ Show attention to sounds and music.
∗ Respond emotionally and physically to music when it changes.
∗ Move and dance to music.
∗ Anticipate phrases and actions in rhymes and songs, like ‘Peepo’.
∗ Explore their voices and enjoy making sounds.
∗ Join in with songs and rhymes, making some sounds.
∗ Make rhythmical and repetitive sounds.
∗ Explore a range of sound-makers and instruments and play them in different ways.
∗ Notice patterns with strong contrasts and be attracted by patterns resembling the human face.
∗ Enjoy and take part in action songs, such as ‘Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star’.

rim
ary

Creating with Materials
∗ Join different materials and explore different textures.
∗ Create closed shapes with continuous lines, and begin to use these shapes to represent objects.
∗ Draw with increasing complexity and detail, such as representing a face with a circle and including
details.
∗ Use drawing to represent ideas like movement or loud noises.
∗ Show different emotions in their drawings and paintings, like happiness, sadness, fear etc.
∗ Explore colour and colour-mixing.
∗ Explore different materials freely, in order to develop their ideas about how to use them and
what to make.
∗ Develop their own ideas and then decide which materials to use to express them.

eP

Creating with Materials
∗ Explore paint, using fingers and other parts of their bodies as well as brushes and other tools.
∗ Start to make marks intentionally.
∗ Explore different materials, using all their senses to investigate them.
∗ Manipulate and play with different materials.
∗ Make simple models which express their ideas.
∗ Use their imagination as they consider what they can do with different materials.

Expressive Arts and Design

Birth – 3 Years

Expressive Arts and Design

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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Being Imaginative
∗ Invent, adapt and recount narratives and stories with peers and their teacher.
∗ Sing a range of well-known nursery rhymes and song.
∗ Perform songs, rhymes, poems and stories with others, and (when appropriate) try to move in time with music.

Being Imaginative
∗ Listen attentively, move to and talk about music, expressing their feelings and responses.
∗ Watch and talk about dance and performance art, expressing their feelings and responses.
∗ Sing in a group or on their own, increasingly matching the pitch and following the melody.
∗ Develop storylines in their pretend play.
∗ Explore and engage in music making and dance, performing solo or as part of a group.
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Creating with Materials
∗ Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour,
design, texture, form and function.
∗ Share their creations, explaining the process they have used.
∗ Make use of props and materials when role playing characters in narratives and stories.

Lok

Creating with Materials
∗ Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to express their ideas and feelings.
∗ Return to and build on their previous learning, refining ideas and developing their ability to
represent them.
∗ Create collaboratively sharing ideas, resources and skills.

Expressive Arts and Design

Reception 4-5
Years

Expressive Arts and Design

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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Self-Regulation
∗ Find ways to calm themselves, through being calmed and
comforted by their key person.
∗ Establish their sense of self.
∗ Use engagement with others to achieve a goal. For example,
gesture towards their cup to say they want a drink.
∗ Find ways of managing transitions, for example from their
parent to their key person. Feel strong enough to express a
range of emotions.
∗ Begin to show ‘effortful control’. For example, waiting for
a turn and resisting the strong impulse to grab what they
want or push their way to the front.
∗ Be increasingly able to talk about and manage their
emotions.
∗ Safely explore emotions beyond their normal range through
play and stories.
∗ Are talking about their feelings in more elaborated ways:
“I’m sad because...” or “I love it when ...”.

3-4 Years

Self- Regulation
∗ Select and use activities and resources, with help when
needed. This helps them to achieve a goal they have chosen,
or one which is suggested to them.
∗ Talk about their feelings using words like ‘happy’, ‘sad’,
‘angry’ or ‘worried’.
∗ Begin to understand how others might be feeling.
∗ Help to find solutions to conflicts and rivalries. For example,
accepting that not everyone can be Spider-Man in the game
and suggesting other ideas.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Birth – 3 Years

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Wo
ods
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Building Relationships
∗ Play with one or more other children, extending and elaborating play ideas.
∗ Talk with others to solve conflicts.
∗ Become more outgoing with unfamiliar people, in the safe context of their
setting.
∗ Start taking part in some group activities which they make up for
themselves, or in teams.

Building Relationships
∗ Engage with others through gestures, gaze and talk.
∗ Look back as they crawl or walk away from their key person. Look for clues
about how to respond to something interesting.
∗ Notice and ask questions about differences, such as skin colour, types of
hair, gender, special needs and disabilities, and so on.
∗ Develop friendships with other children.
∗ Play with increasing confidence on their own and with other children,
because they know their key person is nearby and available.

Sch

Managing Self
∗ Show more confidence in new social situations.
∗ Increasingly follow rules, understanding why they are important.
∗ Do not always need an adult to remind them of a rule.
∗ Develop appropriate ways of being assertive.
∗ Develop their sense of responsibility and membership of a community.
∗ Be increasingly independent as they get dressed and undressed, for
example, putting coats on and doing up zips.
∗ Be increasingly independent in meeting their own care needs, e.g.
brushing teeth, using the toilet, washing and drying their hands
thoroughly.
∗ Make healthy choices about food, drink, activity and tooth-brushing.
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Managing Self
∗ Express preferences and decisions. They also try new things and start
establishing their autonomy.
∗ Thrive as they develop self-assurance.
∗ Feel confident when taken out around the local neighbourhood, and
enjoy exploring new places with their key person.
∗ Grow in independence, rejecting help (“me do it”). Sometimes this leads
to feelings of frustration and tantrums.
∗ Eat finger food and develop likes and dislikes.
∗ Try a wider range of foods with different tastes and textures.
∗ Learn to use the toilet with help, and then independently.
∗ Show an increasing desire to be independent, such as wanting to feed
themselves and dress or undress.
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Self- Regulation
∗ See themselves as a valuable individual.
∗ Express their feelings and consider the feelings of others.
∗ Identify and moderate their own feelings socially and
emotionally.
∗ Think about the perspectives of others.

Early
Learning
Goals

Self- Regulation
∗ Show an understanding of their own feelings and those of
others, and begin to regulate their behaviour accordingly.
∗ Set and work towards simple goals, being able to wait for
what they want and control their immediate impulses when
appropriate.
∗ Give focused attention to what the teacher says,
responding appropriately even when engaged in activity, and
show an ability to follow instructions involving several
ideas or actions.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Reception
4-5 Years

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Wo
ods
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Building Relationships
∗ Work and play cooperatively and take turns with others.
∗ Form positive attachments to adults and friendships with peers.
∗ Show sensitivity to their own and to others’ needs.

Building Relationships
∗ Build constructive and respectful relationships.

Sch

Managing Self
∗ Be confident to try new activities and show independence, resilience and
perseverance in the face of challenge.
∗ Explain the reasons for rules, know right from wrong and try to behave
accordingly.
∗ Manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs, including dressing,
going to the toilet and understanding the importance of healthy food
choices.

eP
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Managing Self
∗ Show resilience and perseverance in the face of challenge.
∗ Manage their own needs.
∗ Know and talk about the different factors that support their overall
health and wellbeing: regular physical activity, healthy eating, toothbrushing, sensible amounts of ‘screen time’, having a good sleep routine,
being a safe pedestrian.
∗ Further develop the skills they need to manage the school day
successfully: lining up and queuing, mealtimes, personal hygiene.
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3-4 Years
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Gross Motor Skills
∗ Continue to develop their movement, balancing, riding (scooters, trikes and bikes) and ball skills.
∗ Go up steps and stairs, or climb up apparatus, using alternate feet.
∗ Skip, hop, stand on one leg and hold a pose for a game like musical statues.
∗ Use large-muscle movements to wave flags and streamers, paint and make marks.
∗ Match their developing physical skills to tasks and activities in the setting. For example, they
decide whether to crawl, walk or run across a plank, depending on its length and width.
∗ Collaborate with others to manage large items, such as moving a long plank safely, carrying large
hollow blocks.

ool

Sch

Fine Motor Skills
∗ Use one-handed tools and equipment, for example, making snips in paper with scissors.
∗ Use a comfortable grip with good control when holding pens and pencils.
∗ Start to eat independently and learning how to use a knife and fork.
∗ Show a preference for a dominant hand.

Fine Motor Skills
∗ Reach out for objects as co-ordination develops.
∗ Lift objects up to suck them.
∗ Pass things from one hand to the other. Let go of things and hands them to another person, or drops them.
∗ Develop manipulation and control.
∗ Explore different materials and tools.
∗ Use large and small motor skills to do things independently, for example manage buttons and zips, and pour drinks.

rim
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Gross Motor Skills
∗ Lift their head while lying on their front.
∗ Push their chest up with straight arms.
∗ Roll over: from front to back, then back to front.
∗ Enjoy moving when outdoors and inside.
∗ Sit without support.
∗ Begin to crawl in different ways and directions.
∗ Pull themselves upright and bouncing in preparation for walking.
∗ Gradually gain control of their whole body through continual practice of large movements, such as
waving, kicking, rolling, crawling and walking.
∗ Clap and stamp to music.
∗ Enjoy starting to kick, throw and catch balls
∗ Build independently with a range of appropriate resources.
∗ Begin to walk independently – choosing appropriate props to support at first.
∗ Walk, run, jump and climb – and start to use the stairs independently
∗ Spin, roll and independently use ropes and swings (for example, tyre swings).
∗ Sit on a push-along wheeled toy, use a scooter or ride a tricycle.
∗ Fit themselves into spaces, like tunnels, dens and large boxes, and move around in them.

Physical Development

Birth- 3 Years

Physical Development

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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Gross Motor Skills
∗ Negotiate space and obstacles safely, with consideration for themselves and others.
∗ Demonstrate strength, balance and coordination when playing.
∗ Move energetically, such as running, jumping, dancing, hopping, skipping and climbing.

ool

Sch

Fine Motor Skills
∗ Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing – using the tripod grip in almost all cases.
∗ Use a range of small tools, including scissors, paintbrushes and cutlery.
∗ Begin to show accuracy and care when drawing.

Fine Motor Skills
∗ Develop their small motor skills so that they can use a range of tools competently, safely and confidently.
Suggested tools: pencils for drawing and writing, paintbrushes, scissors, knives, forks and spoons.
∗ ∙ Develop the foundations of a handwriting style which is fast, accurate and efficient.

rim
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Gross Motor Skills
∗ Revise and refine the fundamental movement skills they have already acquired: rolling, crawling,
walking, jumping, running, hopping, skipping, climbing.
∗ Progress towards a more fluent style of moving, with developing control and grace.
∗ Develop the overall body strength, co-ordination, balance and agility needed to engage successfully
with future physical education sessions and other physical disciplines including dance, gymnastics,
sport and swimming.
∗ Use their core muscle strength to achieve a good posture when sitting at a table or sitting on the
floor.
∗ Combine different movements with ease and fluency.
∗ Confidently and safely use a range of large and small apparatus indoors and outside, alone and in a
group.
∗ Develop overall body-strength, balance, co-ordination and agility.
∗ Further develop and refine a range of ball skills including: throwing, catching, kicking, passing,
batting, and aiming.
∗ Develop confidence, competence, precision and accuracy when engaging in activities that involve a
ball.

Physical Development

Reception
4-5 Years

Physical Development

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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3-4 Years
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Past and Present
∗ Repeat actions that have an effect.

Past and Present
∗ Begin to make sense of their own life story and family’s
history.

Understanding of the World

Birth – 3 Years

Understanding of the World

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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The Natural World
∗ Use all their senses in hands-on exploration of natural materials.
∗ Explore collections of materials with similar and/or different properties.
∗ Plant seeds and care for growing plants.
∗ Understand the key features of the life cycle of a plant and an animal.
∗ Begin to understand the need to respect and care for the natural
environment and all living things.
∗ Talk about what they see, using a wide vocabulary.
∗ Explore how things work.
∗ Explore and talk about different forces they can feel.
∗ Talk about the differences between materials and changes they notice.

The Natural World
∗ Explore materials with different properties.
∗ Explore natural materials, indoors and outside.
∗ Explore and respond to different natural phenomena in their setting and on
trips.

Sch

People, Culture and Communities
∗ Show interest in different occupations.
∗ Continue to develop positive attitudes about the differences between
people.
∗ Know that there are different countries in the world and talk about
the differences they have experienced or seen in photos.

eP
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People, Culture and Communities
∗ Make connections between the features of their family and other
families.
∗ Notice differences between people.
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Early
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Past and Present
People, Culture and Communities
The Natural World
∗ Talk about the lives of the people around them and their
∗ Describe their immediate environment using knowledge from observation, ∗ Explore the natural world around them, making observations and drawing
roles in society.
discussion, stories, non-fiction texts and maps.
pictures of animals and plants.
∗ Know some similarities and differences between things in ∗ Know some similarities and differences between different religious and
∗ Know some similarities and differences between the natural world around
the past and now, drawing on their experiences and what
cultural communities in this country, drawing on their experiences and what them and contrasting environments, drawing on their experiences and
has been read in class.
has been read in class.
what has been read in class.
∗ Understand some important processes and changes in the natural world
∗ Understand the past through settings, characters and
∗ Explain some similarities and differences between life in this country and
around them, including the seasons and changing states of matter.
events encountered in books read in class and storytelling.
life in other countries, drawing on knowledge from stories, non-fiction
texts and (when appropriate) maps.

Sch

People, Culture and Communities
The Natural World
∗ Talk about members of their immediate family and community.
∗ Explore the natural world around them.
∗ Name and describe people who are familiar to them.
∗ Describe what they see, hear and feel whilst outside.
∗ Draw information from a simple map.
∗ Understand the effect of changing seasons on the natural world around
them.
∗ Understand that some places are special to members of their community.
∗ Recognise that people have different beliefs and celebrate special times in
different ways.
∗ Recognise some similarities and differences between life in this country and
life in other countries.
∗ Recognise some environments that are different to the one in which they
live.

Wo
ods

Past and Present
∗ Comment on images of familiar situations in the past.
∗ Compare and contrast characters from stories, including
figures from the past.

Understanding of the World

Reception
4-5 Years

Understanding of the World

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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3-4 Years

Wo
ods

Number
∗ Fast recognition of up to 3 objects, without having to
count them individually (‘subitising’).
∗ Say one number for each item in order: 1,2,3,4,5.
∗ Know that the last number reached when counting a small
set of objects tells you how many there are in total
(‘cardinal principle’).
∗ Show ‘finger numbers’ up to 5.
∗ Link numerals and amounts: for example, showing the
right number of objects to match the numeral, up to 5.
∗ Experiment with their own symbols and marks as well as
numerals.

Number
∗ Take part in finger rhymes with numbers.
∗ Counting-like behaviour, such as making sounds, pointing or
saying some numbers in sequence.
∗ Count in everyday contexts, sometimes skipping numbers ‘1-2- 3-5.’

Mathematics

Birth – 3 Years

Mathematics

rim
ary

eP

Lok

Numerical Patterns
∗ Compare amounts, saying ‘lots’, ‘more’ or ‘same’.
∗ Notice patterns and arrange things in patterns.
∗ React to changes of amount in a group of up to three items.

ool

Shape, Space and Measure
∗ Talk about and explore 2D and 3D shapes using informal and mathematical
language: ‘sides’, ‘corners’; ‘straight’, ‘flat’, ‘round’.
∗ Understand position through words alone – for example, “The bag is under
the table” – with no pointing.
∗ Describe a familiar route.
∗ Discuss routes and locations, using words like ‘in front of’ and ‘behind’.
∗ Make comparisons between objects relating to size, length, weight and
capacity.
∗ Select shapes appropriately: flat surfaces for building, a triangular prism
for a roof etc.
∗ Combine shapes to make new ones – an arch, a bigger triangle etc.
∗ Talk about and identifies the patterns around them. For example: stripes
on clothes, designs on rugs and wallpaper. Use informal language like
‘pointy’, ‘spotty’, ‘blobs’ etc.
∗ Extend and create ABAB patterns – stick, leaf, stick, leaf.
∗ Notice and correct an error in a repeating pattern.
∗ Begin to describe a sequence of events, real or fictional, using words such
as ‘first’, ‘then...’

Shape, Space and Measure
∗ Combine objects like stacking blocks and cups. Put objects inside others
and take them out again.
∗ Climb and squeezing selves into different types of spaces.
∗ Complete inset puzzles.
∗ Compare sizes, weights etc. using gesture and language ‘bigger/little/smaller’, ‘high/low’, ‘tall’, ‘heavy’.
∗ Build with a range of resources.

Sch

Numerical Patterns
∗ Recite numbers past 5.
∗ Compare quantities using language: ‘more than’, ‘fewer than’.
∗ Solve real world mathematical problems with numbers up to 5.

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters
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Early
Learning
Goals

Wo
ods

Number
∗ Count objects, actions and sounds.
∗ Subitise.
∗ Link the number symbol (numeral) with its cardinal
number value.
∗ Explore the composition of numbers to 10.
∗ Automatically recall number bonds for numbers 0–10.

Number
∗ Have a deep understanding of number to 10, including the
composition of each number.
∗ Subitise (recognise quantities without counting) up to 5.
∗ Automatically recall (without reference to rhymes,
counting or other aids) number bonds up to 5 (including
subtraction facts) and some number bonds to 10, including
double facts.

Mathematics

Reception
4-5 Years

Mathematics

Woods Loke Primary School – Development Matters

rim
ary
ool

Shape, Space and Measure

Shape, Space and Measure
∗ Select, rotate and manipulate shapes in order to develop spatial
reasoning skills.
∗ Compose and decompose shapes so that children recognise a shape can
have other shapes within it, just as numbers can.
∗ Continue, copy and create repeating patterns.
∗ Compare length, weight and capacity.

Sch

Numerical Patterns
∗ Verbally count beyond 20, recognising the pattern of the counting
system.
∗ Compare quantities up to 10 in different contexts, recognising when one
quantity is greater than, less than or the same as the other quantity.
∗ Explore and represent patterns within numbers up to 10, including evens
and odds, double facts and how quantities can be distributed equally

eP

Lok

Numerical Patterns
∗ Count beyond ten.
∗ Compare numbers.
∗ Understand the ‘one more than/one less than’ relationship between
consecutive numbers.

Wo
ods

Lok

eP

rim
ary

Sch

ool

Woods Loke
Early Years
Environment
Progression
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Emerging Skills

Wo
ods

(Smaller paper, horizontal painting on tables, range of
paper, choice of working vertically/horizontally, artwork
examples from artists).

Extending Skills

(Horizontal painting on the floor, big/medium paper,
medium brushes, rollers, sponges, range of paper).

Developing Skills

Natural resources (leaves,seeds, sticks)
Man made objects (marbles, cubes)
Small and irregular shaped junk modelling
Cotton buds
Fabric

ool

Mixing

Pipettes
Felts, crayons, pastels
Sticks
Paint brushes of different sizes
Powder paints
Acrylic paints
Brusho inks
Variety of colours
Mixing cards
Paint sample cards
Palettes
Paint additives - glue, paste, washing up liquid

Sch

Medium brushes
Sponges
Primary colours
Water colours
Palettes

Dot pens
Hands
Two colours
Pre-mixed paints
Large brushes
Mixing on paper

rim
ary

eP

Fingers
Fruit and vegetables
Large and regular shaped junk modelling
Regular shaped sponges
3D shapes
Stampers
Poster paint

Lok

Printing
Vehicles
Rollers
Large sponges
Large blocks
Hands/feet
Large sheets/ rolls of paper

Environment Progressions

(Vertical painting, dotted paints, big paper, hands to colour
mix, bucket of water and large paint brushes, big roller)

EYFS

©Woods Loke School 2021

Large scale marking tools
Handmade brushes
Nature brushes
Variety of tools to choose for a specific purpose
Small fine brushes for detail

Medium brushes
Nature brushes
A selection of different sized brushes

Big rollers
Big sponge brushes
Big brushes

Brushing

Creative - Painting

Page 30

Large chalks
Buckets
Paint brushes
Rollers
Sponges
Large paper for mark making

Craft resources
Outdoor chalks
Rolls of paper
Playdough
Markers
Clipboards
Buckets
Small paint brushes
Squeezy bottles
chalkboard

Different sized paper –
vertical/ horizontal levels
Craft resources (pom poms,
googly eyes, feathers, lolly
sticks)
Small chalks
Clay and tools
Natural resources
Paint in squirty bottles
Brushes of various sizes

Developing
Skills

Extending
Skills

Creative

Clipboards
Large scale junk
modelling
Bulldog clips
Tape
Stapler
Hole punch
Treasury tags
Pencils
Felt tips
Handwriting pens

Watercolour paints
Paper
Glue
Scissors
Brushes
Rollers
Chunky felt tips
Stencils
Masking Tapes

Paint
Flour
Shaving Foam
Paint in zip lock bag
Cars and paint

Drumsticks
Logs and sticks
Metal pots and pans
forks

Spoons (wooden and
metal)
Metal buckets
Large drums
Cymbals

Dustpan lid
Wooden spoon

Lengths of piping
strung together
Musical notes hung up
Tambourine
Xylophone

Triangle
Objects hung up
Claves

Tambourine
Resources to make
own shaker

Rainshaker

Bells

ool

Sch
Bottles/jars with
different water
measurements
Tubing
Pipes
Straws and water

Cylinders
Pipes

Whistle

Guiro
Sticks to trail along
walls, fence, trees etc

Willow fencing and
stick
Spoon

Fence and wooden
spoon

©Woods Loke School 2021

Resources to create own
instruments (junk modelling,
rice, elastic bands, sticks,
bells, tissue paper, pasta)

Box of percussion
instruments

A selection of large
percussion instruments

Music - instruments

Expressive Art and Design Outside
Music - blowing Music - shaking Music - scraping

rim
ary

Boomwhackers

Music - tapping

eP

Lok

Music - banging

Wo
ods

Environment Progressions

Emerging
Skills

EYFS
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Extended Skills
(Playdough, Clay, Plasticine)

Hands
Small rolling pin
Plain and textured rolling pins
Flour sprinkler

Developing Skills
(Playdough, Clay)

Tools to create shapes, size and
texture
Add textures (glitter, seeds, rice)

Rolling pin without handles

String

Lego
Tools
Fabric
Cubes

Car wheels
Shapes
Blocks

Cutting

Butter knives
Clay wire

Cutters of various shapes, sizes,
letters and numbers
Clay tools
Scissors

Cutters in a variety of shapes and sizes
Scissors with a spring
Plastic knives
Pastry wheel

Scissors with a loop handle
Wooden knives
Rulers

Cutters - simple shapes
Hands to tear
Cookie cutters

ool

Sch

Body parts
(hands, fingers, elbows, feet)

Create Patterns

rim
ary

Hands
Clay
Clay boards
Water

Hands
Variety of tools
Metal trays/tins in various sizes
Introduce clay

eP

Lok

Bowls/dishes

Hands
Muffin tins
Metal trays

Moulding

Hands
Large rolling pin
Plain and textured rolling pins
Flour sprinkler

Rolling pin with side handles

Hands
Plain roller

Rolling

Wo
ods

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills
(Playdough)

EYFS

©Woods Loke School 2021

Piping bag
Ziplock bag
Garlic press

Tools to add detail
Loose parts (matchsticks, cones,
googly eyes, buttons, pasta, pulses,
twigs)
Syringe

Containers/ objects to squeeze
dough through
Colander
Loose parts (feathers, leaves, pipe
cleaners, shells, pebbles, wood, lolly
sticks)

Sieves
Potato masher

Muffin tins
Dough stampers
Sponges

Shaping

Malleable Area
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Wo
ods

Pre-prepared themed costumes
Bags
Generic dress up boxes

Different materials
Scarves
Hessian
Ribbon
Feathers
Accessories
Cloaks

Pillow cases (turn into costumes)
Washable markers
Joining materials (string, tape, velcro, safety pins)
Mark making tools
Craft resources for decorating
Hats
Ties
Materials
Belts
Hangers

Developing Skills

Extending Skills

Dressing up

China crockery
Real cutlery
Place mats
Salt and pepper pots
Real pots and pans
Real utensils
Shopping lists
Telephone directory
Telephone
Laptop
Cooker

eP

Baby and doll’s clothes
Cot
Play food (loose parts)
Wooden plates and cutlery
Table cloth
Wooden utensils

rim
ary

Selection of wooden play food
Plastic crockery
Household objects
Dusters
Doll

Lok

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS

ool

Sch
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Cookery book
Recipe writing template
Rubber gloves and washing up resources (cloth, sponge, tea towel,
fairy liquid bottle)
Timer
Clock
Dustpan, brush
Notice board
Writing resources
Real food boxes
Magazines

Telephone
Household objects (pots, pans, mixing bowl, wooden spoon)
Broom
Apron
Teapot and cups
Cloths and teatowels

Creating a Narrative /Acting in Role

Role Play - Home Corner

Page 33

Wo
ods

Selection of fiction/ non-fiction books linked to interests
Picture books
Children’s reading books for independent reading.

Nursery Rhymes

Nursery rhyme stones
Nursery rhyme cards
Rhyming games (slug in a jug)
Nursery rhyme books
Sing nursery rhymes
Puppets

ool

Sch

Nursery rhyme cards
Nursery rhyme characters (finger puppets)
Nursery rhyme books
Sing nursery rhymes

Nursery rhyme books to share
Sing nursery rhymes

rim
ary

Extending Skills

eP

Selection of simple fiction/ non-fiction books (paperback, hardback and
board books)

Developing Skills

Lok

Selection of simple fiction books for adults to share
(hardback, board books)
Different textured books (mirrors, felt, materials)

Look at Books

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS
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Story book templates
Blank story book templates

Stick puppets
Story basket
Story sack
Story stones
Story dice
First, then, finally story boards

Finger puppets
Stick puppets
Story sacks
Story book templates

Hand puppets
Story book character toys
Story sacks

Retelling Stories

Story Corner
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Detailed Drawings

Extending Skills

Representational Drawings

Detailed drawings
Thin yellow/ black pencils
Pencil crayons
Thin wax crayons
Thin chalks
Charcoal
Thin felt tips
Thin whiteboard pens
Pencils of different grades
Objects to draw
Pictures of artists creations

Representational drawings
Thick wax crayons
Thick chalks
Thick felt tips
Pastel colours
Thick whiteboard pens
Objects to draw
Tripod pencils (left and right)

Developing Skills

Mark Making

Mark making
Pencils with grips
Stubby wax crayons
Large outdoor chalks
Chunky felt tips

Wo
ods
ool

Lined paper
Book templates
Plain paper
Rulers
Phase2/3/4 sound mats
Tricky word mats
Rubbers
Staplers
Holepunch
Treasury tags
Shopping list template
Name cards
Handwriting pens

Sch

Phase 2 sound mats
Whiteboards
Book templates
Different sized paper
Holepunch
Name cards

First name cards
Paper
Alphabet mat/ display
On the wall whiteboard

rim
ary

eP

Lok

Drawing

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS
Writing

©Woods Loke School 2021

Writing Area
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Large cones to weave around
Crates
Boxes
Sand timer
Ribbons

Small cones to weave around
Ropes
Chalks to make pathways
Timer
Streamers
Kite making resources

Developing Skills

Extending Skills
Small wooden stepping stones
Small hoops
Cones
Small mats
Skipping ropes

A frames
Planks
Crates
Cable reels
Wooden stepping stones
Stilts (shorter rope)
Large fixed equipment
Ropes
Different sized tyres
Balance board

Large fixed equipment
Planks
Ladder
Stepping stones
Tyres
Stilts (longer rope)
See Saw
Tyre Trail

Large fixed equipment
Slide

©Woods Loke School 2021

2 wheeled bikes
Balance bike
Scooters
Roadway markings
Road signs
Traffic lights
Maps
Clipboards
Camera
Car wash equipment

Trikes
Balance bike
Dolls buggies
Wheelbarrow
Wheeled trolley for bricks
Car wash equipment

Push along bikes
Prams

Wheeled toys

Physical Development -Outside
Balancing/climbing

ool

Sch

Balls of various sizes/shapes/textures
(basketball, tennis ball, rugby ball,
Football etc.)
Long handled bats
Tennis bats
Cricket bats
Ropes
Hoops
Cones quoits
Hockey sticks
Croquet sticks
Tubs
Timer

Beanbags
Small and large balls
Cones
Short handled bats
Timer
Baskets

Large balls
Beanbags
Hoops
Large containers

Catching/throwing/ striking

rim
ary

eP

Large plastic stepping stones
Large floor mats (shapes, letters)
Crates

Lok

Large hoops to jump in
Playground markings
PE mats

Jumping/hopping

Wo
ods

Space

Running

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS
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Wo
ods

Small and medium wooden blocks
Selection of different coloured fabrics
Large log slices
Open ended resources
Boxes
Containers
Artificial grass

Open ended resources:
Pine cones
Shells
Wooden hoops
Unifix cubes
Lolly sticks
Corks
Wooden counters
Glass stones
Wooden spools
Log slices
Shapes
Small pieces of material of different textures
Wooden blocks of various sizes
Wooden peg dolls
Boxes
Containers
Card for wheels

Developing Skills

Extended Skills

Represents an Environment

ool

Sch

Wooden blocks of various sizes
Open ended resources
A selection of materials
Artificial grass
Animals
Dinosaurs
Wooden peg dolls
Laminated road pieces
Cable reels
Planks
Tyres
Plants
Rocks

rim
ary

Mini me characters
Medium and small wooden blocks
Non-specific resources (trees, houses, caves)
Vehicles
Animals
People
Train set
Open wooden structure

Specific resources
Doll’s house
Castle
Vehicles
Garage and road mat
Dinosaurs
Animals
People

eP

Lok

Large wooden blocks
Large pieces of material
Boxes
Artificial grass
Coloured fabric (green/blue)

Imitates and Represents Objects as Another

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS
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Mini me characters
Use models made in construction - junk modelling
Fabrics
Natural materials
Open ended resources

Mini me characters
Characters from familiar stories
Open ended resources e.g. wooden shelter/ building
Loose parts

Familiar characters
Dolls house and furniture
Castle
Pirate ship

Creates a Narrative Around Play

Small World Play
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Wo
ods

Sticklebricks
Cups
Stacking blocks
Even sized blocks
Duplo

Blocks (medium and large)
Lego
Containers
Log slices
Unifix cubes

Lego
Blocks and objects of different sizes
Loose parts
Junk modelling
Cardboard tubes
Log slices
Wooden logs

Developing Skills

Extending Skills

Stacking
Large blocks
Boxes
Cups
Sticklebricks
Foam bricks
Duplo

rim
ary

Enclosing.

Lego
Hole punch and string
Materials
Stapler
Tape
Wooden blocks
Wooden logs

eP

Lego
Materials
Pegs
Small boxes
Masking tape
Scissors

Lok

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS

ool

Large scale resources (crates, waffles, foam
bricks, large wooden blocks)
Cardboard tubes
Wooden blocks
Small planks
Lolly sticks

Sch

Cardboard boxes
Scissors
Tape
Rulers
Guttering
Water pipes
Large planks

Sticklebricks
Blocks
Planks
Duplo

Bridging

©Woods Loke School 2021

Elastic bands
Needles and wool
Duct tape
Meccano
Treasury tags
Hole punch and string
Stapler
Small K-nex
Squared design paper
Cardboard tubes
Handles, wheels and axles
Connectors
Screws and bolts
Nuts and bolts

Tape
Paper clips
Water pipes and connectors
String
Pegs
Fasteners
Pipe cleaners
Large K-nex
Marble run
Cogs
Design sheets
Duplo

Sticklebricks
Duplo
Paper and glue
Train set
Popoids
Mega blocks

Joining

Construction Area (classroom)
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Material
Corrugated paper
Tissue paper
Card
Boxes
Regular scissors
Crepe paper
Cellophane

Split pins
Tying - string, ribbon, wool
Paper clips
Stapler
Hole punch
Treasury tags

Elastic bands
Small tape dispenser

Extending Skills

Building

ool

Bracket opening levers
Hinges
Variety of different shapes and sizes of
containers

Sch

Bridging
Smaller objects
Irregular shaped containers
Different shaped containers

Containers of the same shape

Stacking
Larger objects
Regular shaped containers

rim
ary

eP

Lok

Large tape dispenser
Masking tape
Pegs
Scissors
PVA glue and glue spreader
Glue stick

Developing Skills
Hole punch
Paper
Spring scissors
Card
Cardboard tubes
Training scissors

Glue stick
PVA glue and brush
Finger glue

Cutting

Paper strips
Whole hand scissors
Training scissors

Wo
ods

Joining and Fixing

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS

Complex fold (fan)
Thicker paper/ card

Simple fold
Paper

Scrunching
Thin paper
Tissue paper

Folding

©Woods Loke School 2021

Scissors
PVA glue and spatula or small
brush
Selection of materials
(sandpaper, cotton wool, paper,
fabric, tissue paper, crepe paper,
sequins, match sticks, beads,
glitter)

Spring scissors
PVA glue with a brush or spatula
Glue stick
Selection of materials (crepe
paper, lolly sticks, pompoms,
feathers, buttons)

Whole hand scissors
Glue stick
Large pom poms, lolly sticks,
feathers, pasta

Stick and Collage

Creative - Junk modelling
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Wo
ods

Different materials
Scarves
Hessian
Ribbon
Feathers
Accessories
Cloaks
Hi vis jackets
Hats
Large pieces of sugar paper to create own
costumes

Pillow cases (turn into costumes)
Washable markers
Joining materials (string, tape, velcro, safety
pins)
Mark making tools
Craft resources for decorating
Hats
Ties
Materials

Developing Skills

Extending Skills

Representation

Children use their imaginations!
Large loose parts
Recycled materials

ool

Fabric
Boxes
Cardboard tubes
Joining materials

Literal representation of objects (cups, bowls, dolls)

Sch

Large scale resources (crates, waffles, foam bricks, large
wooden blocks)
Cardboard tubes
Guttering
Planks
Logs
Large tyres
Small tyres
Joining materials (string, tape, pegs, velcro, safety pins)
Different fabrics
Tarpaulin for den building
Tools
Cable reels
Ropes
Tape measure
Spirit level

eP

Large scale resources (waffles, wooden blocks)
Cardboard boxes
Scissors
Tape
Rulers
Guttering
Water pipes
Large planks
Hose pipe
Cable reels
Small tyres
Different fabrics
Joining materials (pegs, string)
Paper
Plastic tools

rim
ary

Construction
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Deconstructed Role Play (Outdoors - Construction, Den building, Role play)
Wooden blocks
Crates
Wooden planks
Different boxes
Cushions
Blankets
Real objects

Lok

Pre-prepared themed costumes
Bags
Generic dress up boxes

Dressing up

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS
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Cameras
Small magnifier glasses
Goggles
Binoculars
Notebooks, notepads, clipboards
White shirts
Bug viewers
Non fiction books (minibeasts, soil, plants, weather etc)
Observation sheets
Bug hotel
Bug collecting pots
Logs
Carpet

Extending Skills

rim
ary

eP

Lok

Magnifier glasses
Goggles
Binoculars
Spotter sheets (minibeasts, leaves, trees)
Bugs in Resin

Developing Skills

Observe

Large magnifier glasses
Safety glasses
Magnifier on a stand

Wo
ods

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS

ool

Sch

Sorting trays
Collecting pots
Paint brushes
Ipad to research
Small magnets
Pipettes
Syringes
Range of materials
Range of objects
Fishing nets
Mirrors
Wooden colour blocks
Digital timers
Small tubing
UTW weather investigation bags (rain, wind, sun).

Mirrors
Range of materials
Range of objects
Sand timers
Horseshoe magnets
Springs
Syringes
Large tubing

Large mirrors
Range of materials
Range of objects

Investigate and Experiment

©Woods Loke School 2021

Investigation Area
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Sticks
Bamboo
Large counters
Straws
Large log slices
Large shells

Sticks
Discs/counters
Large Log slices
Shells
Pine cones
Pebbles/stones
Wooden rings
Conkers

Wooden rings
Metal rings
Buttons
Shells
Gems
Pine cones
Log slices
Bottle lids
Nuts and bolts
Large screws
Corks

Developing Skills

Extending Skills

Transient Art

Wo
ods
Small wooden rings
Small metal rings
Pebbles stones
Discs/counters
Gems
Weights
Keys

Wooden large rings
Metal large rings
Large pebbles/stones
Discs/counters
Dried pasta
Large gems

ool

Sch

Role Play

rim
ary

Wooden large rings
Large log slices
Large pebbles
Large stones
Large discs/counters

eP

Lok

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS

Dried pasta
Buttons
Gems
Marbles
Shells
Sticks

Large log slices
Large gems
Large buttons
Shells

Large sticks
Large rocks
Large log slices

©Woods Loke School 2021

Maths

Loose parts
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Fingers/hands
Feet
Counting stick

Rulers
Loose parts
Weighing scales
1 metre ropes
Sand timers
Different sized containers

Measuring sticks
Weighing scales
Metre rulers
Rulers
Loose parts
Tape measures
Sand timers
Stop watchers
Gauged containers

Developing Skills

Extending Skills

Measuring

Wo
ods
Numbers

rim
ary

Maths - Inside
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Shapes/patterns

2D/3D objects in the environment of various sizes
3D shape picture mat
Loose parts
Chess board
Coloured cubes
Peg boards

2D/3D shapes
2D/3D shape picture mat
Large loose parts
Chess board
Peg boards

2D large shape objects
2D shape picture mat

ool

Sch

1-20 on log slices, stones, cards, number line etc
100 square grid
Counting sticks in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s
Symbol cards
Dice/spinners
Numicon
Calculators
Number fans
10 frames
Chess board

1-10 on log slices, stones, cards, number line etc
Loose parts
Number carpet tiles
Dice
Uni-fix cubes
Chess board
Numicon

eP

1-5 on log slices, stones, cards, number line etc
Large loose parts

Lok

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS
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1-20 on log slices, stones, etc
100 square
Counting sticks in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s
Ten frames
Log slices
Number spoons
Equation signs
Large dice
Number carpet tiles

Measuring sticks
Weighing scales
Metre ruler
Rulers
Trundle wheel
Loose parts

Different sized and shaped containers
Graded containers

rim
ary

eP

1-10 on log slices, stones etc
Sticks
Loose parts
Number carpet tiles
Numberline 1-10

Extending Skills

Lok

Sticks
Rulers
Loose parts
Weighing scales
1 metre ropes
Different sized containers
Themselves

Developing Skills

1-5 on log slices, stones etc
Large loose parts

©Woods Loke School 2021

2D/3D objects in the environment of various sizes
Loose parts

2D/3D large shapes
Large loose parts

2D shape objects

Shapes/patterns

Maths - Outside (also see sand and water)

ool

Sch

Numbers

Hands
Feet
Containers

Measuring

Wo
ods

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS
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Wo
ods

Hands
Moulds/ shapes
Different sized containers
Irregular shaped moulds
Wide necked containers
Bun trays
Margarine tubs
Ladle
Pastry cutters
Vehicles with wheels
Spades/scoops (plastic, metal,
wooden)
Range of containers and moulds
Ice cube moulds
Plant pots
Small sand tray
Shells
Fir cones
Keys
Spools

Short handled spades
Different sized containers/
buckets

Different sized scoops/spades/
spoons
Different sized containers (some
with narrower openings)

Developing Skills

Extending Skills

rim
ary

Write letters/ numbers in sand
(fingers, sticks, feathers)
Pebbles
Twigs
Shells
Forks

Draw pictures in the sand
Off cuts of wood
Shells
Stones
Combs
Pattern rollers

Fingers
Rakes

Mark Making and Patterns

eP

Lok

Potato masher
Body parts (hands, feet, fingers,
knees)
Large containers
Different shaped moulds
Mixing bowls
Saucepans
Large sand tray
Wooden blocks
Lids
Large vehicles with wheels
(diggers)

Moulding/ Impressions

Long and short handled spades
Large containers
Hands

Digging

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS

ool
Various sized sieves
Different sized funnels
Sieves with small and large
holes
Large and small containers
Flower pots with holes
Plastic tubing
Tea strainer
Yoghurt pots with holes
Cardboard tubes of various
sizes
Loose parts

Sch

Funnels
Colander
Sieves
Containers Cardboard tubes
Bottles with holes in
Loose parts

Large flower pots with holes
Large sieves
Boxes with holes
Sand wheel
Sand mill
Boxes with end open.

Sieving

Range of different shaped/
sized containers
Different sized boxes
Different sized scoops
Yoghurt pots
Graded measuring jugs
Bags
Balance scales
Different sized spoons
Different sized tins
Socks

Buckets/ containers
Different sized bags
Boxes
Cups
Spades
Small tins
Short handled scoops
Jugs
Socks

Large containers
Large boxes
Long and short handled scoops
Buckets
Large tins

Capacity, Weight, Height
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Hands
Spades and scoops of various
sizes
Containers of various shapes
and sizes
Loose parts

Hands
Spades
Variety of containers/ buckets
Loose parts

Hands
Fingers

Bury and Enclose

Sand (Wet and Dry)
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Herbs
Flowers
Small trowel
Small fork
Buckets
Broom
Watering can

Herbs
Vegetable seeds
Flower bulbs/ plants
Plant pots
Compost
Camera to record changes
Trowel
Fork
Rake
Long handled gardening tools
Hoe
Watering can

Developing Skills

Extending Skills

Wo
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Herbs
Spades
Small watering can
Pots and pans
Mud
Mud suits

rim
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Canes
Plant labels
Various sized tools
Mud
Sand
Stones
Bark
Book on plants and growing
Writing frames
Magnifier glasses
Observation pots
Aprons

eP

Lok
Wheelbarrow
Mud
Sand
Stones
Magnifier glasses
Mud Suits

ool

Different sized pots and pans
Funnel
Sieve
Different sized spoons/ladles
Slotted spoons
Cooker
Microwave
Natural loose parts
Sink
Nature recipe book

Sch

Pots and pans
Spoons/ladles
Natural loose parts
Sink
Blackboard
Chalk
Recipe book

Pots and pans
Spoons
Cooker
Sink/washing up bowl
Mud suits

Role Play
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Recipe writing frames
Blackboard for recipes
Chalks
Pipettes
Graded measuring jugs
Test tubes
Mud suits
Plates
Bowls
Oven

Funnels
Sieve
Syringes
Potato masher
Mud suits
Bowls
Oven

Texture kitchen Outside (Mud kitchen, vegetable patch and potion station)

Planting/ Digging/ Observing

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills

EYFS
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Small irregular loose parts
Large dolls
Malleable materials
Sponges

Narrow neck containers
Bottles
Plant pots
Small funnels
Graded containers
Bottles with holes/piercings
Teaspoons
Measuring spoons
Yoghurt pots
Very small containers
Oversized containers
Slotted spoons
Different sized spoons

Extending Skills
(Smaller trays for
water or individual
trays)

Tea strainers
Straws
Spray bottles
Pipettes
Syringes
Small fishing nets
Sieves
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Balloon whisks
Water wheels
Large fishing nets
Watering cans
Basters
Colanders

Lok

Blocks
Regular floating objects (corks, wood,
sticks, plastic containers, tin foil, glass
stones)
Flat bottomed objects

Wide neck containers
Tins
Water wheels
Ungraded containers
Containers of different shapes that hold
the same amounts of water
Large funnels
Spoons
Sponges
Watering cans
Pots and pans

Developing Skills
(Medium water tray)

Transporting

Tubing
Straws
Small fish nets
Plastic pipes and connectors
Irregular sized containers
Slotted spoons
Narrow guttering
Sponges
Bottles with holes and piercings

Ladles
Cups
Two water trays on different levels
Wide guttering

Scoops
Buckets
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Manipulation
Large sieves
Potato mashers

Buckets
Containers with handles
Jugs

Submerging
(floating and sinking)

Dolls/ toys
Body parts (hands, feet)
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Pouring, emptying, filling

Environment Progressions

Emerging Skills
(Large water tray)

EYFS
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Tubing
Malleable materials (sand, clay,
playdough)
Natural materials (stones,
shells)
Loose parts

Valves
Taps

Fingers

Stemming (stop the
flow)

Water
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Woods Loke
Early Years
Curriculum
Goals
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EYFS

Curriculum Goals
#1

Follow a recipe to make a cake
Observations:
As children join in these activities they become
more confident and precise using scoops/
spoons. They count as they are scooping or
pouring. They use a wide variety of containers
including different sizes, shapes and
transparencies.

Second Milestone:
In groups follow steps to make playdough
Children to work in a group with an adult following a recipe
to make playdough. Adult supports to follow recipe card
including. measuring out ingredients. Children to recognise
the numerals on the recipe and to count out quantities,
knowing the last number they say is the total needed.
Children use spoons, measuring cups and hands to make
playdough and reflect if it hasn’t turned out quite right.
Children will then able to play with playdough using tools
including rolling pins, knives and scissors.

Observations:
As children become familiar with following a
recipe, adults can take a step back and support
just when needed. Children become confident
using different tools for different purposes.
Children understand the need for a recipe card
and know how to follow it. Children are able to
work in a group to make the playdough and can
reflect on the mixture if it hasn’t turned out
quite right.

Third Milestone:
Follow steps of a cake recipe independently
Children begin by working with adult to follow a cake
recipe, by the end of the year they can independently make
a cake ready to be baked with adult support. Children can
independently follow the recipe card, recognising the
numerals and quantities shown e.g. 2 cups. Children can
reflect on the cake mixture knowing if any changes are
needed.

Observations:
Adults step away and allow children to follow
the recipe independently. Recipe cards need to
be clear and children should be able to read and
follow them. Children use a variety of tools
and can accurately measure out ingredients.
Children can talk about the effects of mixing
different ingredients together.
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First Milestone:
Mix different materials together
Children will be able to explore mixing different materials
together e.g. mud and water, sand and water, cornflour
and water. They will be able to use simple tools such as
wooden spoons, sieves, scoops, rolling pins and cookie
cutters.
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EYFS

Curriculum Goals
#2 Ride a bike
Observations:
Children will become more confident with steering a bike
and learn how to stop and start. Children will be more
confident using pedals to help them to move. Children will
be confident using a wheeled bike and can coordinate
pedaling and steering.

Second Milestone:
Use a balance bike
Children to use the balance bike with no
feet on the floor

Observations:
Children will adjust to learning to balance on a bike and will
begin by pushing themselves along with their feet. As they
become more confident the seat can be raised to
encourage more balancing and not putting feet down on
the floor. Children will be confident using a 2 wheeled
balance bike and coordinate balancing and steering. They
will be able to steer using the handle bars around different obstacles e.g. cones and will not crash. They will be
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Third Milestone:
Use a 2 wheeled bike
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First Milestone:
Use a trike and 4 wheeled bike
Children to use trikes and 4 wheeled
bikes

Observations:
Children will be able to steer and control a 2 wheeled push
bike without stabilisers. They will be able to co-ordinate
steering and balancing without crashing into obstacles.
To begin with they will be able to ride on a concrete
surface before being able to manage different terrain.
They will learn to use their brakes rather than relying on
their feet to slow them down.
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EYFS

Curriculum Goals
#3 Create a model using the workbench
Observations:
Children will be provided with many opportunities to
use one handed tools including in sand and water tray.
Adults support children making junk modelling and show
them how to use tools to manipulate materials.

Second Milestone:
Use tools at the woodwork bench
Children to be given opportunities to experience
using the woodwork bench for a purpose.

Observations:
Children will learn about the different tools which can
be used on the woodwork bench and what they can be
used for. They will be taught about safety and will
always work individually or in pairs. Children will learn
how to prepare materials ready to be used and how to
tidy up when finished. They will use their dominant hand
to use one handed tools such as hammers, drills and
saws with full adult supervision. Children will be
encouraged to draw pictures of what they have made
and talk about what they have made and how they have
made it.
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First Milestone:
Use one handed tools
Children will use tools such as scissors and
spoons with a little support. They will begin to
show a preference for a dominant hand.

Third Milestone:
Observations:
Design and create own model using appropriate Throughout the year in groups children will experience
tools and materials at the woodwork bench.
designing and creating a model using the woodwork
bench using all the different tools available. They will
evaluate how effective different materials are for
certain jobs and which ones work best and why. They
will learn about safety when using the woodwork
bench and adults will begin to take a step back allowing
children to manage their own risks (under supervision).
They will then independently design their own model
and with minimal adult support create their model using
the correct tools and materials.
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EYFS

Curriculum Goals
#4 Make a book

First Milestone:
Listen to a variety of stories
joining in with key phrases
Children to listen to a variety of
different types of texts
including fairy tales, classic
stories, non-fiction, poems and
nursery rhymes throughout the

Observations:

Second Milestone:
To draw a story map
Children learn Woods Loke stimuli texts in great detail each half
term. Choose a story which children can draw a story map for.

Observations:
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Children have access to books throughout the provision and staff to read to the
children daily. Children can visit the school library and take books home to share with
their families. Repeat books many times allowing children to learn key phrases and
story structures. Children to be given opportunities to mark make, draw and write
their name. Lots of fine and gross motor activities set out in the provision to
support with pen grip.
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Use the stimuli books every half term to introduce story mapping and learning stories
off by heart (Pie Corbett approach). Once children are familiar with how to story
map let them create their own using a key text they know well. Adults support
children to learn story structure (beginning, middle and end) and the 5 key concepts
about print. Use story maps to act out the story and adapt it to make different
versions of the story. Adults to story scribe for the children then act these out at
the end of a session (Helicopter stories).
Children to have weekly access to the school library and enjoy reading these books at
home. Adults support children to draw pictures and write initial letter/ words to go
with their stories. Throughout the year support pen grip by introducing lots of fine
motor activities within the provision and key group sessions.

Third Milestone:
Use knowledge of books to
write their own story
Children to understand the 5 key
concepts of print and apply this
knowledge to creating their own
story/ fact file/ alternate
version of a familiar story.
Children to use captions and
sentences in their book using
phonic knowledge.

Observations:
Children to use their growing phonics knowledge throughout the year to support
their writing starting with initial sounds and then followed by cvc words, captions
and sentences. Children to all be able to write their name. Children to have
opportunities to play lots of different phonics games and to continue with fine
motor skills practise within the provision.
Adults to provide children with a variety of different texts to access within the
provision, some core texts (stimuli) and others which change regularly to offer
variety. Children have the opportunity to visit and take home a library book. Adults
provide children with reading books based on their phonic knowledge to practise their
reading skills and continue to learn the 5 key concepts of print. Provide opportunities
for children to story scribe and story map and as they grow in confidence, encourage
the children to scribe their own stories. Have blank templates of books for the
children to use to write their own stories and provide opportunities for them to read
and share their stories with the class.
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EYFS

Curriculum Goals

#5 Perform a song which includes instruments and dance
Observations:
Children to be introduced to a variety of nursery
rhymes and action songs throughout the year. Have
instruments available for children to explore and
play with during free flow. Adults to lead singing/
music time with the class. Have music available for
children to listen to during free flow indoors and
outdoors. Allow children to explore movements to
this music through dance, provide scarfs and other
materials they can use to move to the music.

Second Milestone:
Sing an entire song
Children to know an entire song off by heart and use
actions/ movements to help them.

Observations:
Children taught nursery rhymes and action songs
throughout the year. Adults offer music sessions
to the children teaching them new songs. Provide
instruments and props for children to use while
singing. Play music through free flow inside and
outside for children to explore. Play listening games
with instruments to learn the different sounds
instruments can make.
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First Milestone:
Join in with action songs
Know and join in with a variety of different simple
action songs.

Third Milestone:
Perform a song in a group or solo
(including instruments and dance)
Sing an entire song including dance or instruments,
trying to keep in time with the music.

Observations:
Children to take part in singing sessions to learn new
songs. During PE, learn how to move in a variety of
ways to different pieces of music. Watch videos of
different artists/ musicians performing songs for
children to learn about different genres of music.
Have instruments available for children to use and
adults introduce tempo and volume. Have a stage
available for children to perform songs with
instruments and costumes where desired.
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EYFS

Curriculum Goals
#6 Create their own ball game
Observations:
Have different size and textured balls for children to
explore. Offer children beanbags to practice throwing,
catching and balancing. Have balloons available for children
to practise throwing and catching. Adults support
children to work together to throw, catch and roll a ball
to each other. Count with the children how many times
they pass the ball to each other or throw it into a hoop.
Have lots of fine motor activities available to support
children with their hand eye coordination.
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First Milestone: To play with a ball
Children to begin to kick, throw and catch balls.
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Second Milestone: Join in ball games with peers Observations:
Children to use social skills to join in ball games Have different sized balls for children to explore. Provide
with peers.
hoops, crates etc for children to practise throwing balls
into. During PE sessions introduce children to different
types of ball games which they can play in groups. During
free flow provide resources which would enable children
to play their own games e.g. 10 pin bowling, clipboards and
pens to record scores. Adults support children to take it
in turns and help children decide on the rules of the game.
Gradually stepping back as children become more capable
Third Milestone: To create their own group ball
game
Children to develop and refine ball skills including
kicking, throwing, catching, aiming, passing and
batting.

Observations:
Have a variety of physical resources available to the
children e.g. bats, balls, hockey sticks, bean bags, cones,
hoops and crates. Adults start by supporting children to
work together to create games to play e.g. throwing balls
into a crate to score a point. Adults model how to record
scores. As children become confident with this, allow
them to create and lead their own games. Use PE sessions
to support children with their ball skills and hand eye
coordination. Show children different ways of recording
scores e.g. tally charts.
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EYFS

Curriculum Goals
#7 Getting changed for PE
Observations:
Adults model and support children with changing into
wellies and back to school shoes. When children are taking
part in messy play, remind them to put on an apron,
showing them ways they can put it on themselves.
Throughout the day adults model resilience and link to
Woods Loke learners - Never Give Up. Support parents to
encourage their children to try to put on shoes and coats
themselves, expecting that they will still need support
doing them up. Encourage children to be independent
throughout the day e.g. putting their creations in their

Second Milestone:
To put on and do up coat and shoes
Children are increasingly independent and
can put on shoes and coat by
themselves.

Observations:
Adults give children strategies they can use to put on a
coat and do it up independently. Encourage children to wear
velcro shoes or shoes which they are capable of doing up
themselves. Continue to support and encourage
independence e.g. taking off/putting on own jumper, going
to the toilet on their own/ putting apron on. Throughout
the day adults model resilience and link to Woods Loke
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First Milestone:
Show a desire to put on shoes and coat
Children reject help and want to try to
put on shoes and coat themselves.

Third Milestone:
Observations:
Get changed independently
Begin gradually, starting by changing shoes and taking off
Children to get themselves undressed jumpers. As children become more confident, increase this
and dressed for PE sessions to changing t-shirt and shorts. Work alongside parents
encouraging them to practise letting their child get
independently.
changed by themselves at home. Practise lots of fine motor skill activities throughout the year to support children
with doing up their own buttons. Continue to encourage
children to be independent and resilient learners, linking to
Woods Loke Learners. Encourage children to be responsible
for their own needs e.g. going to the toilet independently
or putting on coat and wellies if it is raining.
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EYFS

Curriculum Goals
#8 Explore the local area and draw a map
Observations:
Ask children to bring in photos of their family and people
who are important to them. Keep family photos in the
Nursery for them to always have access to. During key
group times encourage children to talk about their families
and places they may have visited with them e.g. swimming
pool or park.

Second Milestone:
To explore the local area
Provide opportunities to go out and explore
the local community.

Observations:
Children to have access to their family photos throughout
the year to talk about. Provide opportunities for children to
go out and explore the local area e.g. posting a letter, visiting
the shop or visiting the church. Use google maps and street
view for children to find familiar places. Compare these
places to houses/ buildings around the world. Can children
name a place they have visited on holiday, research it and see
what they can see is different to where we live. Have books
available for children to look at about different parts of the
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First Milestone:
To talk about their families
Children to talk about their close family and
friends.

Wo
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Third Milestone:
To draw a simple map of the local area

Observations:
Continue to explore the local environment through visits e.g.
postbox, shops, library or church. If possible, give children
the chance to use the local bus or train. While out on walks
take photos of significant landmarks/ roads and use these
to help construct a map for other children to follow. Look
at different types of maps e.g. treasure maps, google maps
and world maps. Once children are familiar with their local
environment, support them to draw a simple map to follow
when out on a walk.
Compare our local environment to other parts of the world
using books and the internet. If any children in the class have
lived or visited another country, use this to help.
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Curriculum Goals
#9 Organise and create a tea party
Observations:
Children work with adults to make different food items for a party e.g.
sandwiches, cakes and drinks. Children can practise counting out the
correct number of napkins, tables and chairs that they will need. When
helping to cook/ prepare food children can use their fine and gross
motor skills.
Adults to work with the children to draw pictures to go on posters to
invite their parents in for a tea party.

Second Milestone:
Organise and hold a tea party for
their families
With support children plan and
set up a tea party for their
families in the Nursery setting.

Observations:
Children help to organise a tea party including making posters to give to
their families. They can help to decide on what food they would like to
make and write down a list of things they will need for this. Children to
go to the local shop to buy the food or ingredients needed. Adults
encourage children to check their lists and pay the shop keeper.
In small groups children help to prepare the food, weighing and counting
out ingredients. Using fine and gross motor skills to mix food. Adults
support children to work out how much food they will need. Children
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First Milestone:
Hold a tea party for the families
Children help to set up and then
hold a tea party for the families
in the Nursery setting.

Third Milestone:
Organise and hold a tea party for
their families
With minimal support, children to
plan and set up a tea party for
their families in the Reception
setting.

Observations:
Children to work together to plan and organise a tea party. Adults
support children to write a letter to their families inviting them to
come for a tea party using their phonics knowledge gained throughout
the year. As a group, decide on food and drink and visit local shop to
buy these. Children to have a budget and be supported by an adult to
work out how much they can buy with this. Children help to prepare
the food, adults support with introducing doubling and sharing
concepts.
Children decide if they would like to turn it into a cafe style tea party
and charge a small amount for food. Children to decorate and set up
the classroom as they see fit, then each take on a role to serve the
food when families arrive.
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EYFS

#10 Design and create an obstacle course
Observations:
Children to practice their balancing skills by walking
along low level planks. Children introduced to
positional language e.g. over, under on top and adults
to use this language as they go on an obstacle
course. Have different large loose parts outdoors
for children to climb on, under and over using their
gross motor skills.

Second Milestone:
To build an obstacle course

Observations:
Have lots or large loose parts outside for children
to join together to create obstacle courses e.g.
planks, hoops, crates, A frames and tyres. Adults
support with ideas for this to begin with then step
back once children are confident. Encourage children
to use positional language and explain to other
children what they need to do to complete the
course e.g. go over the crates or under the bridge.
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First Milestone:
To go on an obstacle course created by adults

Third Milestone:
To design and create an obstacle course

Observations:
Children given lots of opportunities to create their
own obstacle courses throughout the year. Adults
model how the children could design their own
course by drawing it first with captions or
instructions e.g. over the bridge, in the tyre etc. Allow the children to create courses for their friends
then encourage them to direct them through the
obstacles. Adults to allow children to take
manageable risks and learn how to put out
equipment safely.
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EYFS

Name:
Comprehension Class:

Woods Loke Learning Grid

12

Anticipate (where appropriate) key events in stories.

13

Use and understand recently introduced vocabulary during discussions about stories, non-fiction, rhymes and
poems and during role play.
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11

First Milestone (Birth – 3 Years)
Enjoy songs and rhymes, tuning in and paying attention.
Join in with songs and rhymes, copying sounds, rhythms, tunes and tempo.
Say some of the words in songs and rhymes.
Copy finger movements and other gestures.
Sing songs and say rhymes independently, for example, singing whilst playing.
Ask questions about the book. Makes comments and shares their own ideas.
Develop play around favourite stories using props.
Second Milestone (3-4 years)
Engage in extended conversations about stories, learning new vocabulary.
Develop their phonological awareness, so that they can spot and suggest rhymes.
Third Milestone (Reception)
Re-read books to build up their confidence, understanding and enjoyment.
Early Learning Goals
Demonstrate understanding of what has been read to them by retelling stories and narratives using their
own words and recently introduced vocabulary.
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NUMBER

Name:
Class:

Woods Loke Learning Grid
X

15
16
17
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First Milestone (Birth- 3 Years)
Take part in finger rhymes with numbers.
Counting-like behaviour, such as making sounds, pointing or saying some numbers in sequence.
Count in everyday contexts, sometimes skipping numbers - ‘1-2- 3-5.’
Second Milestone (3-4 Years)
Fast recognition of up to 3 objects, without having to count them individually (‘subitising’).
Say one number for each item in order: 1,2,3,4,5.
Know that the last number reached when counting a small set of objects tells you how many there are in
total (‘cardinal principle’).
Show ‘finger numbers’ up to 5. ∙
Link numerals and amounts: for example, showing the right number of objects to match the numeral, up to 5.
Experiment with their own symbols and marks as well as numerals.
Third Milestone (Reception)
Count objects, actions and sounds.
Subitise.
Link the number symbol (numeral) with its cardinal number value.
Explore the composition of numbers to 10.
Automatically recall number bonds for numbers 0–10.
Early Learning Goals
Have a deep understanding of number to 10, including the composition of each number.
Subitise (recognise quantities without counting) up to 5.
Automatically recall (without reference to rhymes, counting or other aids) number bonds up to 5 (including
subtraction facts) and some number bonds to 10, including double facts.
© Woods Loke School 2021
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Name:

Numerical Class:
Patterns

Woods Loke Learning Grid
X
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First Milestone (Birth- 3 Years)
1 Compare amounts, saying ‘lots’, ‘more’ or ‘same’.
2 Notice patterns and arrange things in patterns.
3 React to changes of amount in a group of up to three items.
Second Milestone (3-4 Years)
4 Recite numbers past 5.
5 Compare quantities using language: ‘more than’, ‘fewer than’.
6 Solve real world mathematical problems with numbers up to 5.
Third Milestone (Reception)
7 Count beyond ten.
8 Compare numbers.
9 Understand the ‘one more than/one less than’ relationship between consecutive numbers.
Early Learning Goals
10 Verbally count beyond 20, recognising the pattern of the counting system.
Compare quantities up to 10 in different contexts, recognising when one quantity is greater than, less than or
11
the same as the other quantity`.
Explore and represent patterns within numbers up to 10, including evens and odds, double facts and how
12
quantities can be distributed equally.
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EYFS
READING

Name:
Class:

Woods Loke Learning Grid

First Milestone (Birth – 3 Years)

20

Read words consistent with their phonic knowledge by sound blending.

21

Read aloud simple sentences and books that are consistent with their phonic knowledge, including some
common exception words.

15
16
17
18
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19

Enjoy sharing books with an adult.
Pay attention and responds to the pictures or the words.
Have favourite books and seeks them out, to share with an adult, with another child, or to look at alone.
Repeat words and phrases from familiar stories.
Enjoy sharing books with an adult.
Second Milestone (3-4 years)
Know that print has meaning.
Know that print can have different purposes.
Know that we read English text from left to right and from top to bottom.
Know the names of the different parts of a book.
Understand page sequencing.
Recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother.
Count or clap syllables in a word.
Third Milestone (Reception)
Read individual letters by saying the sounds for them.
Blend sounds into words, so that they can read short words made up of known letter-sound
correspondences.
Read some letter groups that each represent one sound and say sounds for them.
Read a few common exception words.
Read simple phrases and sentences made up of words with known letter–sound correspondences and, where
necessary, a few exception words.
Re-read these books to build up their confidence in word reading and their fluency.
Early Learning Goals
Say a sound for each letter in the alphabet and at least 10 digraphs.

1
2
3
4
5
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Name:
Shape, Space & Class:
Measure
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First Milestone (Birth- 3 Years)
Combine objects like stacking blocks and cups. Put objects inside others and take them out again.
Climb and squeezing self into different types of spaces.
Complete inset puzzles.
Compare sizes, weights etc. using gesture and language - ‘bigger/little/smaller’, ‘high/low’, ‘tall’, ‘heavy’.
Build with a range of resources.
Second Milestone (3-4 Years)
Talk about and explore 2D and 3D shapes (for example, circles, rectangles, triangles and cuboids) using
informal and mathematical language: ‘sides’, ‘corners’; ‘straight’, ‘flat’, ‘round’.
Understand position through words alone – for example, “The bag is under the table,” – with no pointing.
Describe a familiar route.
Discuss routes and locations, using words like ‘in front of’ and ‘behind’.
Make comparisons between objects relating to size, length, weight and capacity.
Select shapes appropriately: flat surfaces for building, a triangular prism for a roof etc.
Combine shapes to make new ones – an arch, a bigger triangle etc.
Talk about and identifies the patterns around them. For example: stripes on clothes, designs on rugs and
wallpaper. Use informal language like ‘pointy’, ‘spotty’, ‘blobs’ etc.
Extend and create ABAB patterns – stick, leaf, stick, leaf.
Notice and correct an error in a repeating pattern.
Begin to describe a sequence of events, real or fictional, using words such as ‘first’, ‘then...’
Third Milestone (Reception)
Select, rotate and manipulate shapes in order to develop spatial reasoning skills.
Compose and decompose shapes so that children recognise a shape can have other shapes within it, just as
numbers can.
Continue, copy and create repeating patterns.
Compare length, weight and capacity.
Early Learning Goals
No Related Early Learning Goal
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EYFS
WRITING
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First Milestone (Birth – 3 Years)
Notice some print, such as the first letter of their name, a bus or door number, or a familiar logo.
Enjoy drawing freely.
Add some marks to their drawings, which they give meaning to. For example:
“That says mummy.”
Make marks on their picture to stand for their name.
Second Milestone (3-4 years)
Use some of their print and letter knowledge in their early writing. For example: writing a pretend shopping list
that starts at the top of the page; write ‘m’ for mummy.
Write some or all of their name.
Write some letters accurately.
Third Milestone (Reception)
Form lower-case and capital letters correctly.
Spell words by identifying the sounds and then writing the sound with letter/s.
Write short sentences with words with known letter-sound correspondences using a capital letter and full
stop.
Re-read what they have written to check that it makes sense
Early Learning Goals
Write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed.
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Woods Loke Learning Grid

Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a letter or letters.
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Name:
Class:

Write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by others.
©Woods Loke School 2021
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Expectations of Handwriting and Presentation at Woods Loke Primary School
Handwriting
•
•
•
•
•

By the end of EYFS, children should be able to form all their letters correctly
By the end of Year One, children should be able to write with a consistent size
In Year Two children should learn to join their letters correctly
In Years Three and Four, the children should continue to embed this skill.
In Years Five and Six, children move on to developing a distinctive personal script,
building on the foundations from previous years.

Handwriting…
…should be practised in English Key Skills books
…should be applied in all other areas of learning
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…should be taught
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All children should use pencil in all books but may use a handwriting pen when writing work
for presentation.
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Presentation
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Teachers are expected to model neat, joined handwriting and a high level of presentation at
all times. The key to good presentation is that the adults in school expect, promote and
maintain high standards for the presentation of ALL work, regardless of subject, and that
these are consistently modelled and reinforced throughout the year.
Paper should be stuck into books only when it adds to learning and/or theassessment
process.
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If work is stuck in, it should be done neatly and in keeping with the other high standards set
in class.
There should be a sticker used for each piece of work.
Underlining should always be done using a ruler.
Rubbers should be used sparingly. Mistakes or changes should be made by neatly crossing
out.
Teachers should not be afraid of asking children to re-do a piece of work if the standard of
presentation is not high enough.
Teachers should use the exemplars for their particular year group as a guide for expectations.
(July 2018. Updated June 2021)
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Woods Loke Primary School – Reading Offer
At Woods Loke Primary School, we know that learning to read opens up a whole new world for our children to learn
through and enjoy.
Teaching Reading
-Phonics

ol

Phonics is a way of teaching children how to read and write by developing their phonemic awareness—the ability to
hear, identify, and manipulate different sounds used in the English language. Children learn the correspondence
between these sounds and the spelling patterns (graphemes) that represent them. At Woods Loke Primary School,
we place a strong emphasis on the teaching of phonics in the early years of reading and writing in order to give
all children a solid foundation for learning. Because not all words in the English language comply to the rules of
phonics we also teach so-called ‘sight words’ by repetition and retrieval. Children need to be taught the skills of
reading. We do this in Nursery, Reception and Year 1 through structured and clearly sequenced daily teaching of
Systematic Synthetic Phonics (SSP) lessons and activities. These are further embedded through independent
learning. The sessions are short, engaging and memorable with an emphasis placed on revising a previously learned
letter-sound correspondence, learning a new one, practicing this, and applying it to sentence level work.
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The teaching of phonics begins in Nursery and Reception using ‘Letters and Sounds’. Sounds are introduced at the
rate of 2-4 a week throughout the autumn and spring term and children consolidate these sounds in the summer
term, whilst also learning to blend the sounds together to read and write words. In Years 1 and 2, the children follow
the ‘Letters and Sounds’ scheme, learning alternative spellings of the previously learned sounds and refining their
knowledge to become more fluid readers and more accurate spellers. Those children aren’t able to pass the phonics
check or fall behind, are given focussed support to help them succeed. We also run a catch-up programme to help
those pupils who still require phonics support beyond Year 2.
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-Key Reading Skills
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Assessing Reading – Summative

eP

From Year 2 onwards, whilst phonic skills are refined and gaps addressed, there is a consistent taught approach
throughout the school. These form part of Key English Skills lessons and happen at least twice a week. Using a wide
variety of high quality and appropriate texts, children build their comprehension skills whilst continuing to improve
their reading fluency.
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The summative assessments in EYFS and Year 1 are all linked to phonic screening, which takes place at the end of
Year 1. This test helps us to identify children who have gaps in their phonic knowledge and may need further support
in Year 2. In Years 2-5, pupils complete a summative assessment on a termly basis. This test clearly links to the
Woods Loke Learning Grids and complements, rather than replaces, ongoing formative assessment strategies. Year 2
also use previous SATs papers where this is deemed beneficial to the children. In Year 6, past SATS papers support
teacher judgements and help to prepare children for their future learning.
Assessing Reading – Formative

We use our exemplification and reading assessment grids to assess reading. These are completed on an ongoing
basis and, like in other subjects, a combination of formative assessment completed during reading lessons and
summative assessments. Further exemplification guidance is used by staff to accurately assess children.
Whole Class Reading
Throughout the school, children are read to by an adult in their classes regularly. Teachers will either use their class
stimulus text (see below) or another which fits in with the learning taking place. Teachers read a huge variety of
written material regularly with the children, fiction and non-fiction, stories, reports, diaries and poems. All year
groups have access to challenging and interesting novels for teachers to read to their classes, exposing children to
language and classic stories, which they may find too challenging to read independently.
The Woods Loke Curriculum has at its heart a set of cultural stimuli to help our children appreciate, understand and
access a wide-range of ideas, attitudes and beliefs. As part of this, a reading stimulus is mapped out for each halfterm and this is used to enrich and enliven the learning that takes place across the curriculum. It may be used in a
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variety of ways by the classes. For example, it may form the main focus for a topic, the theme for text-level work
during writing sessions, the source of reading key skills work or a book enjoyed by the class as a whole.
Reading for Pleasure
All classes from year 2 onwards have a daily half-hour reading slot, focussed on giving children time to read for
pleasure. In EYFS and year 1 they regularly find time to share stories with their classes. These sessions promote and
instil a love of literature and allow children to independently apply the skills of decoding and comprehension that
they have been taught.
Book Banding
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At Woods Loke, we use book bands to help ensure that our children are reading a variety of high quality texts at an
appropriate level. From Nursery to approximately the end of Year 4, pupils select books that match their assessed
reading level. These are carefully linked to the exemplification guidance and informed through our Reading
Conferences and other reading assessments. These bands are also used further up the school where children are
found to be working at a lower achievement level. From Year 5 onwards, it is expected that children have developed
a sound degree of fluency and they are encouraged to start selecting their own books based on individual interests.
This choice is supported by our school librarian and other adults and assessed for suitability to ensure that children
select texts that balance challenge and enjoyment (often the same thing).
Reading Conferences

Reading at Home and Recording Reading
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Throughout the school, we hold a weekly Reading Conference with each child. In EYFS and Key Stage 1 this is a good
opportunity for adults to read with pupils and review their reading records, whereas further up the school it may
involve more discussion about the text. This time helps to both inform formative assessment, motivate continued
reading and assess the suitability of text choice - especially further up the school. Reading Journals are signed at this
point by an adult and home reading expectations monitored.
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Reading is one of the most important things that children learn whilst at school. This should be supported at home
and we expect all of our children to read/be read to at home every day. This forms the main portion of our home
learning agreement. Every child has a Woods Loke Reading Journal. Parents/carers sign these every day to confirm
that their child has been read with/read to themselves.
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Support for Children with Reading Difficulties
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We want all our children to be fluent readers – regardless of their starting point and barriers to learning. For those
children identified as working below the expected standard in reading, the school provides further support in various
ways. Resources are available to encourage reluctant readers to engage more with the subject. Alongside this, TAs
are trained in delivering catch-up reading and a programme called Beat Dyslexia is used to support children further
where this is considered appropriate.
Reading across the Curriculum

At Woods Loke, reading is not something that is discrete from the other subjects. Across the curriculum, children use
and apply their reading skills to help support and enrich their learning experience. Teachers will carefully plan
reading opportunities and ensure that children have access to appropriate texts that support skill and knowledge
acquisition in a range of subject areas.
Reading Engagement & Enrichment
Woods Loke School Library is run by a full-time, qualified librarian and is open after school for parents to explore and
choose books with their child. In addition, we host reading cafes for each year group, World Book Day celebrations
and other reading focussed activities throughout the year. In EYFS they run bedtime story events and the school
plays host to a variety of different authors who help to further open up reading to our school community.
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Woods Loke Primary School Feedback and Marking Policy 2021
Developed in consultation with our school community, this policy acknowledges that the most important role of
teachers is the design and preparation of responsive, engaging learning opportunities for their children and the role
that feedback and marking have in this. It has been developed and evaluated using the growing bank of evidence
around feedback and marking, alongside our own knowledge and understanding of the school community.
Fundamentally, this approach acknowledges that marking and feedback should:
•
•
•
•

redirect or refocus either the teacher’s or the learner’s actions to achieve a goal
encourage and support further effort
be used judiciously to be meaningful and effective
be specific, actionable and clear, providing guidance on how to make improvements

With this in mind, our policy on marking and feedback has at its heart the principles that:
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the focus of feedback and marking should be to further children’s learning;
evidence of feedback and marking is incidental to the process of learning;
written comments should only be used where they are accessible according to age and ability;
feedback delivered closest to the point of learning (‘live’) is most effective;
feedback is provided both to teachers and pupils as part of assessment processes in the classroom, and takes many
forms other than simply written comments (see fig.1);
feedback is a part of the school’s wider assessment processes which aim to provide an appropriate level of
challenge to pupils in all learning opportunities, allowing them to progress;
all pupils’ work should be reviewed by teachers at the earliest appropriate opportunity so that it might impact on
future learning. When work is reviewed, it should be acknowledged in books.

ry

•
•
•
•
•

Marking Approaches

eP

All work will be acknowledged in some form by class teachers. This may be through simple symbols or ticking of
learning objective stickers.
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In EYFS & Key Stage 1, review marking will only lead to written comments for those pupils who are able to read and
respond independently. In some cases, a marking code may be used where this is understood by pupils. Such
comments are shared verbally at the next appropriate opportunity.
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In Key Stage 2, written marking and comments should be used judiciously – for example where meaningful guidance
can be offered which it has not been possible to provide during the classroom session. In the case of groups of pupils
having a common need, it may be appropriate for teachers to adjust planning or grouping rather than providing a
written comment. In most cases, written comments will be focussed on extended pieces of written work, or extended
tasks. These will allow children’s achievements to be recognised and provide further guidance for future learning.
Written comments should be used to help move learning on and support pupils, rather than to evidence marking for
external purposes.
Careless mistakes should be marked differently to errors resulting from misunderstanding. For example, a word
accidentally misspelled once need not be marked, whereas clear misconceptions might be addressed in subsequent
learning/written feedback. For feedback and marking to be effective, time in sessions must be set aside to enable
pupils to consider and respond to marking, feedback and their own work from previous learning.
Targets and challenges are used to make marking as specific and actionable as possible. These should be developed
from the assessment points in pupils’ books and look to strengthen current learning through for example, procedural
variation/application.
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Feedback and marking at Woods Loke Primary School
It is vital that teachers evaluate the work that children undertake in lessons, and use information obtained from this
to allow them to adjust their planning. In our school, feedback occurs at one of three common stages in the learning
process:
What it looks like
Evidence for observers
• Teacher gathering feedback from teaching,
• Lesson drop-ins/learning walks
incl. mini-whiteboards etc.
• Some evidence of annotations, verbal
feedback, live marking or use of
• Takes place in lessons with individuals or small
marking code/highlighting according
groups
to individual class marking codes
• Often given verbally to pupils for immediate
(where present)
action
• Evidence of pupils editing and
• May involve use of a teaching assistant to
improving their own work
provide support or further challenge
• May re-direct the focus of teaching or the task
• May include highlighting/annotations etc.
Summary - at the
• Takes place at the end of a lesson or activity
• Lesson drop-ins/learning walks
end of a lesson or
• Often involves whole groups or classes
• Timetabled pre- and post-teaching
task
based on assessment
• Provides an opportunity for evaluation
•
Some evidence of self- and peer• May take form of self- or peer- assessment
assessment
against an agreed set of criteria
• May be reflected in written marking
• May guide a teacher’s further use of review
feedback, focusing on areas of need
Review - away
• Takes place away from the lesson
• Acknowledgement of work
from the session
completed
• May involve written comments/annotations
(including written
for pupils to read / respond to
• Written comments and appropriate
comments)
responses/action
• Provides teachers with opportunities for
assessment of understanding
• Adaptations to teaching sequences
tasks when compared to planning
• Leads to adaptation of future lessons through
planning, grouping or adaptation of tasks
• Use of annotations to indicate future
groupings/approaches
• May lead to targets being set for pupils’ future
attention, or immediate action
Where feedback is based on a review of work completed, the focus will often be on providing feedback for the
teacher to further adapt teaching and for the pupil to further develop skills through ‘challenges’.
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Type
Immediate - at the
point of teaching
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At Woods Loke School, we use the following to help make marking and feedback clear and effective:
Green Highlighter Pen
Pink Highlighter Pen
Green Pen
Blue Pen
Ch.
___
Spelling

To indicate what children have done particularly well
To indicate where there is a specific area for improvement
For children to edit their own work
For teaching staff to write comments/record discussion points as necessary
To indicate a challenge

Spellings should then be either written in the margin or left for children to correct,
depending on age and ability (see misconceptions Vs mistakes)
Further symbols/ marking and feedback codes may be used as appropriate for specific year groups.
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Taken from “A Marked Improvement?” EEF Marking Review April 2016
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Woods Loke Learners

ol

Alongside our curriculum (and hence their inclusion here) and aims and ambitions we have developed our own learning
behaviours. These were the starting point for our curriculum design and define the key qualities and attributes that our
children aspire towards.
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All of us do our very best to be a Woods Loke Learner. A fortnightly focus is celebrated throughout the school, with
assemblies and environments deepening children's understanding of these key attributes. Beyond this though, the ethos of
being a Woods Loke learner runs through everything that we do. All of our staff work hard to ensure that this mind-set is
embedded and remains a consistent thread.
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Our learning behaviours also include our conduct behaviours, focussing on consistency and high expectations. We do not—
as a school—reward good behaviour. Good behaviour is an expectation at Woods Loke Primary School, not an aspiration.
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Alongside the other elements of our curriculum, our learning behaviours help shape the planning, delivery and evaluation of
our curriculum. The best way to see how we have integrated them into our school is to visit us and speak to some of our
amazing children and staff about what it takes to be a true Woods Loke Learner!
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I am happy to ask for help

... NEVER
GIVE UP

I don’t mind making mistakes because I know it helps my learning

I always persevere and keep going

I stay positive, even when I can’t do something straightaway

ry

LEARNERS...

I can give my opinions and
respect the opinions of others

I can cooperate with other people

...always follow instructions and show respect for each other and their environment

I can help others to evaluate their learning

I can evaluate my own learning

I know what I need to do to get better

I take pride in my work and my achievements
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I can work independently

I can solve problems and work creatively

...WORK IN
DIFFERENT
WAYS

WOODS LOKE

Lok

...REFLECT
ON THEIR
LEARNING

I am calm, quiet and focussed

I have all the resources I need

I can concentrate and listen carefully

I am curious, motivated and keen to learn
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...ARE
READY TO
LEARN

Woods Loke Primary School Behaviour Policy 2021
This behaviour policy sets out our school’s approach to ensuring high standards of behaviour in and around
the school. This ensures that our approach is consistent in all contexts and with all staff.
At Woods Loke Primary School we expect all pupils to follow the Woods Loke Learners Cycle.
Woods Loke Learners:
•
•
•
•

Are ready to learn
Work in different ways
Never give up
Reflect on their learning
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We achieve this through positive interactions with pupils and, when it is necessary, applying sanctions to
maintain high standards of behaviour.
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As part of our induction process, all staff and volunteers joining the school are made aware of this policy
and that it is applied consistently in all contexts of the school. The Headteacher and senior leadership team
will monitor the effectiveness of the policy, supported by the School Governors.
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Expectations
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The Woods Loke Learners Cycle sets out the expectations we have of everybody in our school. Posters
showing these learning behaviours, expectations and rules are displayed in all classrooms and in other key
areas around the school, so that all staff might refer to them when there is a need to remind children of
expectations. In addition, teachers work with their classes at the start of each academic year to discuss in
detail how these are applied in practice.
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The expectations are for all pupils to follow instructions and show respect for each other and the school
environment.
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Recognising Positive Behaviour

Often the most effective reward for work well done, or a positive approach to something, is a verbal
comment from an important adult. As a school, we seek opportunities to praise and thank pupils for their
positive actions, including how pupils might meet or exceed the Woods Loke Learners Expectations. In
addition, class teachers may opt to use a variety of strategies such as marbles in the jar, stickers,
certificates or other awards to reward positive behaviour and good quality work. These strategies
complement our whole-school approaches which include:
•
•

•
•

Gold cards in KS2 and Reaching the Rainbow in EYFS and KS1.
Learners of the Week, for each class, which is rewarded in a weekly celebration assembly. These
pupils also have their photo displayed in the hall and their name appears on the weekly letter to
parents.
Special Headteacher awards which reward exceptional work, effort or behaviour by an individual
letter home to the parents.
Peer recognition from senior pupils in the form of a weekly award.
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It is an important part of the role of the school to provide guidance and management to ensure that high
standards of behaviour are consistently maintained. The guidance below indicates the usual sequence
through which staff will progress in the case of continued issues with unacceptable behaviour. However, it
is important to note that all staff can choose to skip earlier stages where they consider the conduct is
sufficient to warrant a more serious consequence.
Stage 1- Informal Warning
In the first instance, for low-level misbehaviour, pupils will be issued with a verbal warning. This will
explicitly state that it is a warning so that children are aware of the potential for progression to stage 2.
Stage 2 – First Formal Warning

Stage 3 – Second Formal Warning including Playtime Sanction
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Where poor behaviour continues, or in more serious cases, a formal warning may be appropriate. In this
case, the first formal warning will be indicated as a yellow card in KS2. In EYFS and KS1 a first formal
warning will be indicated by moving the pupil from the sunshine to the thinking cloud. The child’s
behaviour will then be discussed with the pupil at the end of the session.
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Stage 4 - Removal from Class
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If the first formal warning does not lead to an improvement in behaviour, then staff can issue a second
formal warning which also includes a time sanction. In KS2 this will be indicated as a red card and in EYFS
and KS1 this will involve moving the pupil onto the rainy cloud. At this stage, pupils will be sent to the
Phase Leaders to discuss why they have been given a red card or reached the rain cloud. The Phase Leader
will record this on their Phase log and the pupil will miss part of their next break or lunchtime. If the
incident happens during the afternoon, it will be necessary for the pupil to miss some of their break the
following day. Class teachers will contact parents, on the day, to notify them that their child has reached
Stage 3 of the consequences.
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In some cases, it may be necessary to remove a pupil from the classroom and his/her peers for part of a
school session to ensure that a clear message is given about expectations, both to the pupil involved and to
others in the class. This could be because the pupil has already reached stage 3 or that they are frequently
getting to stage 3. Pupils will be sent to work in the room of a Phase Leader or senior leader for a suitable
period. They will complete work set by the class teacher. This will also be reported to the Headteacher. The
Phase Leader will contact parents to notify them if they have reached Stage 4. The intention will be for the
pupil to return to lessons at the earliest opportunity. These incidents are recorded on a purple behaviour
form.
Stage 5 - Headteacher Involvement
Where earlier stages of the process have been ineffective in improving behaviour, pupils will be taken to
the Headteacher. At this stage, appropriate sanctions may include removal from class for an extended
period, internal exclusion, or in some cases a fixed-term or permanent exclusion may be required. In cases
of intentional physical harm, or refusal to follow instructions given by a member of staff, sanctions will
move immediately to stage 5. Where a pupil reaches stage 4 or 5 of this process, a record will be kept by
the Headteacher of such incidents. In most cases, it will also be appropriate for parents to be informed of
the circumstances of the incident. This can be done in discussion with the class teacher when collected at
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the end of the day, by telephone call or in writing if necessary. In the case of pupils who present
particularly challenging behaviour, it may be appropriate to provide additional support to manage and
improve behaviour. This may include additional steps or interventions to prevent incidents of
misbehaviour. However, as a school we are clear that we do not have lower expectations of any pupils,
regardless of circumstance. When a pupil has a fixed term exclusion from school a re-integration meeting
will be required with the Headteacher prior to the pupil returning to school. At this meeting, planned
support will be discussed to help the pupil and also clear guidelines and consequences will be reinforced
with the pupil and their family. These incidents are also recorded on a purple behaviour form.
Lunch-time Consequences
At lunch-time the pupils will receive the following consequences for not following the rules:
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1. Verbal reminder of the rules
2. Time out – 5 minutes
3. Sent inside with a purple consequence slip
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Any pupil who is sent inside at lunchtime will need to sit in the Computer Room with the Deputy
Headteacher. Their Phase Leader will see them before the end of lunchtime and agree if a further
consequence is needed. Serious incidents will be reported straight to the Headteacher who will decide on
the level of consequence.
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Incidents Outside of School
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The school has high expectations for pupil behaviour at all times and pupils are considered to be
representing the school when wearing the school uniform, regardless of their location. Where pupils
behave in a manner contrary to the school’s expectations, the behaviour policy may be applied as if the
incident were to have happened in school. In such cases, parents will be informed of the actions taken and
the grounds for such actions. Where behaviour outside of school may indicate potential risk of neglectful
care or parenting, it may be appropriate for the incident to be recorded as a safeguarding concern using
the appropriate channels.
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Headteacher Discretion

When an incident has reached a higher stage, the Headteacher will make the final decision on the
appropriate course of action based on both the incident being considered and known prior incidents.
Where appropriate, this will be in consultation with the Behaviour Lead and Senior Leadership Team.
Internal Exclusion

Where a child is at risk of exclusion, it may be appropriate for an internal exclusion to be used in the first
instance. This is intended to make clear to the pupil the need for a significant change in behaviour. In such
cases, the pupil will work in the Headteacher’s office (or another suitable location), completing work set by
the class teacher. Where an internal exclusion is used to manage behaviour, parents will be informed. In
addition, there will be a discussion with parents about the pupil’s reintegration into their class, and to
ensure that all parties are clear about the risks of further misbehaviour which might lead to fixed-term or
permanent exclusion. This may be done by telephone or a face to face meeting.
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Fixed-Term Exclusion
Fixed-term exclusions are permitted by law as a tool for maintaining good discipline. Where appropriate,
any decision to exclude a pupil for a fixed period will be taken in consultation with the Headteacher,
Behaviour Lead and relevant members of the Senior Leadership Team. In all circumstances the school will
have regard to the guidance set out in the government guidance at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-exclusion and the school’s exclusion policy. A letter
will be issued to the parents to explain the reason for the exclusion from school and also work will be
provided for the pupil to complete at home. Fixed-term exclusions will increase in length for persistent
unacceptable behaviour.
Permanent Exclusion
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In exceptional circumstances, it may be appropriate to permanently exclude a child from Woods Loke
Primary School. This decision will be considered as a last resort where it is felt that a child’s continued
attendance at the school would seriously harm the education or welfare of other pupils in the school, or in
cases of serious or persistent breaches of this policy. As with fixed-term exclusions, decisions will be taken
in consultation with the Headteacher, Behaviour Lead, Senior Leadership Team and Governing Body in line
with the government guidance.
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Visits and Residentials
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Teachers write a detailed risk assessment as part of any trip or residential away from the school. Special
consideration is given to pupils who demonstrate challenging behaviour and appropriate steps and support
are put in place. Emergency support is planned from the Headteacher, or senior leader, to attend any trip
or collect a pupil who has failed to follow the rules. Any pupil who acts in a manner that could be
dangerous to themselves or others may also be collected from a trip early. All school and parent contact
details are taken on any trip, so that families can also be informed straight away.
Individual Risk Assessments
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Individual pupil risk assessments will be put into place where a child is acting in a potentially dangerous
manner to themselves or others. Possible triggers and risks will be identified and support measures put
into place to minimise the risk. If a child should leave the school premises, without permission, the school
would contact the police in the first instance. Parents would then be immediately contacted too.
(June 2021)
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EYFS & Key Stage 1 Consequences Chart:
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Key Stage 2 Consequences Chart:
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Professional Development @ Woods Loke
Our approach to developing teaching and learning at Woods Loke is built around collaboration and reflection. This
document clarifies the arrangements that we have in place for helping all of our staff to develop their skills and
career in education.
Professional Overviews
The staff Professional Overview is a cloud-based document, storing all information relating professional
development. For teachers, this contains:

A Self-Evaluation
Record

Work Monitoring
& Moderation
Commentary

Performance
Management
information

Pupil Progress
Discussion Notes

Additional Phase
Leader Materials
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Accessible by the teacher, phase leader, HT and DHT it is used as an ongoing, ‘live’ record of staff development.
Teaching Assistants also have self-evaluation forms, which they complete and then review alongside their phase
leader at regular intervals throughout the year.
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Professional Dialogue Meetings
At the start of each term, teachers meet with HT and DHT to review their Professional Overview and discuss the selfevaluation. These are also an opportunity to look at cpd opportunities and other issues/points of interest.

eP
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Teaching & Learning Drop-ins
Professional Overview meetings feed directly into the drop-in focus. These form the heart of an ongoing dialogue. It
is a non-judgemental and constructive process, based on developing a reflective and self-evaluative approach.
Feedback and thoughts are shared via the overview and staff record their own reflections to build a picture of
teaching and learning in their classrooms.
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Learning Reviews
Our termly learning reviews serve a dual purpose: to review the previous half-term and talk through the planning
intentions for the half-term to come. They refine and develop the planning process and give further opportunity for
reflective conversations to take place.
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Pupil Progress Meetings & Data
Pupil progress meetings take place half-termly. They are an opportunity to discuss pupil progress and class
attainment. On a termly basis, we also look at submitted assessment data. A record of these meetings is kept on
each teacher’s Professional Overview, with meetings informed by previous action points.
Staff Meetings
Our fortnightly ‘Learning Showcases’, are based in specific year groups and feature a brief review from the class
teachers. Then time is given to look at the environment and learning. These sessions last no more than 30 minutes.
During these, staff are particularly mindful of their own subject and collect examples of work at the expected
standard. These examples are used as part of our school exemplification gallery, as well as for subject displays and
collated in the subject portfolio held by each subject coordinator.
Phase Meetings
Phase meeting are held fortnightly and led by Phase Leaders. These focus on the moderation and monitoring of
learning that has been taking place within the phase as well as any other relevant areas. Phase leaders are given
overall control of how they run these sessions, but expected to provide a clear commentary as part of their Phase
Overview and in individual teacher Professional Overviews.
Phases select a specific focus - identified through pupil progress meetings, drop-ins or discussion. These should be
specific and look in-depth at the attainment and progress of specific pupil groups, subjects or objectives.
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The model for these moderation sessions is consistent throughout the school. Exemplification materials are used
alongside pupil books to help set a consistent, high standard for pupil work. Books are then compared – with either
specific objectives or pieces of work examined in-depth. Questions link to the moderation & monitoring section of
the Professional Overview.
Example 2:

Example 1:

The phase decide that they would like to look at the writing
standards of high achieving pupils across the phase. 2 or 3
books from each class/year are looked at and moderated
against the WLL grids to confirm judgements. The
exemplification materials for writing are used to crossreference these judgements and then the phase make
decisions on how best to further challenge this specific group
of pupils.

Following pupil progress meetings, there is a notable
query regarding the attainment of PP children in maths
in Year ‘x’. The phase select relevant books and review
against the WLL grids – confirming the accuracy of
assessment, discussing the quality of learning and how
to best support these pupils.
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Example 3:
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The phase choose to focus on expectations for presentation
across the classes and to develop a clear picture cross-phase of
expectations and how these are modelled. Staff conduct an
environment walk in their phase and review books/displays
against the expected outcomes.
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Outcomes from these meetings are followed up by phase leaders and feedback to the phase – with key information
being recorded in the relevant sections of the teacher Professional Overview. A record of any decisions/outcomes is
kept in the Professional Overview for future reference.

Additional
Support

Lok

The Learning
Environment

eP

At Woods Loke, we use a cycle of four weekly monitoring foci, chosen to run alongside the self-identified focus that
teachers make during professional dialogue meetings each term:

Learning
Attitudes

Expectations
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Additional & Whole-School Release
We fully recognise the time pressures on all members of staff. Therefore, in addition to planning, preparation and
assessment time (PPA), all teaching staff have an additional session of non-contact time every half-term.
As well as this year group teachers are released for a week during the school year to look in greater depth at a
chosen area around the theory and practice of teaching. This is laid out in our year planner. They take part in wholeschool learning walks, watch colleagues teach, undertake research and visit other settings to broaden their
knowledge, experience and understanding as well as grow their leadership potential.
Professional Development Days
We schedule five Professional Development days every academic year. These are structured to provide a
combination of statutory training and subject development as well as giving time to share key messages and
consolidate staff development.
Individual Development Programmes
As part of our ongoing investment in staff wellbeing, meeting time has been significantly streamlined. Instead, we
have a system which allows staff to select their own pedagogy pathways in a far more flexible and personalised way.
Every member of school staff has access to our wide-range of additional CPD opportunities. In addition to this,
specific phases may, at various times, run courses informally which they have a particular interest in. A record of this
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CPD should be kept on Professional Overviews. Each year we identify three main pedagogy foci – one for each term
– and offer a programme of learning flexibly designed to fit with individuals.
Upper Pay Scale Teaching Staff
As part of their whole-school responsibility for promoting high standards of teaching and learning, our UPS staff
undertake an additional role at Woods Loke, forming part of a team of staff responsible for the design, delivery and
evaluation of one of these termly CPD programmes.
Coaching and Mentoring
A mentoring scheme is in place to support teachers in refining their practise. Where appropriate, it forms part of the
discussions at staff professional development meetings and is led by a senior member of staff. Whilst following a
clear programme, the mentoring offer at Woods Loke is highly adaptable to suit the needs of the individual. We also
offer further training for staff interested in being involved in this approach.
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We also offer a coaching programme to help develop teaching and learning approaches across the school. Those
staff who are interested in developing their understanding of this role are encouraged to take part in our specific
courses as well as having the opportunity to access training from external providers.
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Growing Leadership at Woods Loke
At Woods Loke, we pride ourselves on developing the next generation of school leaders. In addition to providing a
wealth of opportunities for staff to take on additional responsibilities, as part of the Hartismere Family of Schools,
we offer a variety of accredited leadership courses (including NPQ qualifications) as part of staff development.
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Subject Leadership
Promotion

During fortnightly learning showcases, subject leaders
should use the time to monitor their subject, looking at
coverage as well as the quality of opportunities
provided. Examples of work that meet the expected
standard should be collected for the school
exemplification gallery, as well as in providing examples
for their subject displays.
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Subject leaders are expected to promote their subject area across the
school. A display area in the staff room is set aside and staff keep this
updated with new information, opportunities, training and enrichment
related to their specific area.

Monitoring of standards
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Once a term, all subject teams are given half a day, during which they are
expected to create a display which showcases their respective subjects.
These are located in shared spaces throughout the school and show the
progression of skills & knowledge in their subject area. Examples of this
work should come from their subject monitoring.

Maintaining a portfolio

All subject leaders have a curriculum portfolio which provides
an overview of their subject. They use this to compile examples
of work (taken from their subject displays). As well as this, it
contains all relevant sections from our school curriculum and
further relevant information.

Phase Leadership
There are four phase leaders at Woods Loke, who have the additional role of managing and leading their respective
phases. Within this role they:
• Complete and maintain their phase SEF regularly
• Develop and regularly monitor phase action plan
• Lead fortnightly phase meetings to moderate/monitor standards of teaching and learning
• Are part of the school leadership team and represent their phase in all areas
• Carry out in-phase and cross-phase monitoring using identified focus
• Support members of their phase in developing teaching and learning
• Support their phase in ensuring the wellbeing of staff and pupils.
• Model the highest of standards for quality teaching and learning
• Model the expectations for attitudes and behaviour at all times
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